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EditoralNotes.
A Friendly Word with the " Congregationalism"
We have no disposition to provoke a controversy with our amiable and courteous contemporary, the Congregationalist but, in view of the
acknowledged ability and influence of that journal, we may, perhaps, be excused for watching its
course with special interest, and if at any time
we discover a weak point in its coat of mail, for
throwing a shaft at the weak spot in a friendly
contest, not, indeed, for intellectual conquest, but
for the holy cause of truth.
In noticing our remarks last week on its statement of the Congregational theory of the church
we observe that it denies that that theory rests
" upon tradition or the mere private interpretation
of Scripture, but upon solid, historic foundations." But our esteemed contemporary must
know very well that there is just as great difference of opinion among Protestants as to the testimony of history as there is to the testimony of
Scripture. Who, then, shall decide between
them? The Baptist claims that the history of the
church is in his favor; the Presbyterian that it is
in his, and the Episcopalian in his. What are you
going to do about it? Why, of course, every
man must decide for himself what history teaches
just as he decides for himself what Scripture
teaches. What is that but private interpretation?
But our esteemed contemporarymakes two more
statements that we can not let pass without at
least a word of protest and explanation. First:
It is obvious that the hierarchicalform of ecclesiastical government never has been able to preserve
unity among Christian bodies thus governed."
We say : No, it is not obvious, but requires proof.
On the other hand, we contend thatthe hierarchical
form of ecclesiastical government, as embodied in
the Catholic Church, is the only form that has preserved or can preserve true unity. We do not
deny, of course, that bodies of Christians have,
from time to time, cut themselves off from the
Church?the true Body of Christ ?but the
Church was not responsible for their separation.
They were simply guilty of the sin of schism.
They were rebels against the divine authority conferred by Christ upon the priests of his Church,
which has been perpetuated to our day, and will
be perpetuated to the end of time.
Second: "Moreover, there appears to be more
internal unity among Congregationalist churches
and more unity in both spirit and service with
other Christian denominations than the Roman
Catholic Church exhibits." We shall not stop to
comment on the notorious character of Protestant
unity; we simply remark that true unity
that which alone is of any real, substantial valueconsists in unity of faith and unity of organization. Unity in the faith once delivered to the
saints and handed down in its integrity from the
beginning, in an organization established by
Christ himself and endowed with infallible authority to interpret the Scriptures, to teach and guide
the faithful and preserve them from essential error
in faith and morals.
The Catholic Church is such an organization and
it is the glory of the Church that while in matters
of opinion and mere human policy it allows the
widest range of discussion, yet, there is a body
a code of fundamental law which
of ruled cases
all are bound to receive exanimo and obey at their
peril; and though, through the infirmity of

,

"

?

?

human nature, differences of opinion in regard
to policy may develop an apparent want of
unity, yet there is an essential union in doctrine,
discipline and worship which can neverbedestroyed.
The tremendous advantage of the Church lies in
the fact that there is a living tribunal, instituted by
Christ himself, for settling disputes and ending
controversy; and hence, disputes, which among
Protestants would occasion a split and the formation of a new sect, are in time settled and
quieted down and the triumphant Church pursues
its onward course, conquering and to conquer,
triumphing over the powers of the world, the
flesh and the devil, and demonstrating by its
perennial power of continuity and reproduction
the divinity of its origin and the certainty of its
continuance to the end of time.

A Touching Incident.
We do not know of a more touching incident in
the whole of Holy Scripture than that mentioned
in Mark ix. 35. Our Lord has been reproving
his disciples for disputing among themselves who
should be greatest. "And sitting down he
called the twelve and saith to them : If any man
desire to be first he shall be the last of all and the
minister of all. And taking a child he sat him in
the midst of them, whom, when he had embraced,
he said to them:
' Whosoever shall receive one
such child in my name receiveth me, and whosoever shall receive me receiveth not me but him that
sent me !' " The lesson of humility is an important and very striking one, and we may well
take it to heart. But the touching part of it is
that our Lord embraced the child. He was not
satisfied with merely placing him in their midst
and making him an example for them, but he took
him in his arms and embraced him.
One of the peculiar characteristics of our Lord
was the love of little children. He had a special
love for and sympathy with them.
This was, if anything, even more strikingly exhibited when they brought little children to him
that he should bless them. The disciples had not
yet learned the lesson which he came to teach them,
and they were for driving the children away lest
they should trouble the Master. But he was very
much displeased and said :
" Suffer the little children to come unto me and forbid them not, for of
such is the kingdom of God. Amen, I say to you,
that whosoever shall not receive the kingdom of
God as a little child shall not enter into it." And
embracing them, and laying his hands upon them
he blessed them.
How beautiful! how touching and impressive
this charming and delightful love of children ! Our
Lord had indeed the mosthumanof all humanhearts.
It glowed with love of innccence, of meekness,
of gentleness, of humility and docility. That was
a perfectly spontaneous act, as is proved by the
fact that it was repeated on more than one occasion. And O, what an inestimable privilege to
be embraced? to be pressed to the great, warm
heart of the divine and loving Saviour. And
what a lesson for us! We too, should love little
children and feel a deep interest in their welfare.
Above all we should strive to imitate their example and become as little children that we
may enjoy a full and undoubted title to the inheritance of the saints in light.

Vol. l ?no. 19.
passed by the Massachusetts Legislature to regulate the
observance of the Lord's Day. Among other provisions
is one declaring that no entertainment shall be given on
Sunday to which an admission fee is charged. It makes
any person attending a performance in violation of the
law liable to a fine of $5, and says:
Whoever on the
Lord's Day keeps open his shop, warehouse, or workhouse, or does any manual labor, business, or work, except works of necessity and charity, or takes part in any
sport, game, or play except a sacred concert, shall be
punished by a fine of $50 for each offence, and the owner
of any hall in which said law is violated is liable to a
fine of $500.' It does not seem difficult to secure legislation of this character. Several States have much more
stringent Sabbatarian laws than this. Very likely there
is something equally severe already on theMassachusetts
statute books. The trouble is to enforce the law after
it is made, and this there is rarely any serious attempt

'

to do."

We are in favor of a proper observance of the
Lord's Day?we wonder that it was not called the
Sabbath by our Puritan legislators but the dilliculty with our Puritan friends is that they have no
standard of morals. Their ideas of the proper
observance of the Lord's Day are derived from
the old Jewish Sabbath which was abolished by
our Lord and his apostles. It is fortunate that
the good sense of the community, even of our
Puritan friends themselves, will not tolerate the
harsh and oppressive strictness of the law, and
that it will remain practically a dead letter upon
the statute books. The idea that we shall not
take part in any sport, game, or play except a
sacred concert " on Sunday is too ludicrous and
absurd to be tolerated by any sensible people.

"

The Bible and the Resurrection.
That nebulous and erroneous theory of the
Resurrectionwhichthe Rev. Hel>er Xewtonrecently
announced from his pulp'.t, may be regarded us
one of the unfortunate consequences attendant
upon that higher criticism" of the Bible, which,
while it admits in a certain sense the inspiration
of Holy Writ, would subject to ordinary tests the
most important mysteries of religion.
Placed
under the limitations of human reporting," however, the Resurrection is too well attested a fact
to be controverted by any conclusions the " higher
critics " of the present day may reach in their illregulated studies of the Sacred Scriptures. There
were plenty of unbelievers in Judea at the time of
its occurrence who would have proven the Resurrection other than the fact it was could they by
any possibility have done so; and the Christian
world, after believing for 2,000 years in its actual
happening, is hardly willing to abandon that
belief now, or to accept the visionary theory
which Doctor Newton's dissatisfaction with the
story of the Evangelists has evolved.

"

"

Leo XIII. to the Anglicans.
With what paternal zeal and ardent desire Leo
XIII. yearns for the return of England to her
former faith and to that allegiance towards the
Holy See which was one of the chiefest characteristics of that creed, the full text of the touching
appeal which he has addressed "to the English
people who seek the kingdom of Christ in the unity
of the faith," bears glowing testimony. This
appeal is eminently worthy of the great Pontiff
whose utteranceit is, and judging from what Lord
Halifax said of it the other day before that English church organizationwhereof he is the head, the
Papal letter has been exceedingly well received in
England, all contrary reports notwithstanding.
The Lord's Day,
We clip the following from a Boston contem- Even should it fall short of attaining the full ends its
venerable author had in view when he penned it.
porary :
Those who think that the Puritan spirit has passed the letter is certain to lead to many individual
away in New England, should peruse the law recently conversions to Catholicism in England.
?
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"THE POLITICAL DEPRAVITY OF THE
FATHERS."
So frequently and persistently is it nowadays asserted that the many undeniable evils which attach
to our political system are the pernicious consequences of certain modern phases of our national
life and condition, that the article which Professor
J. B. McMaster has contributed ou the abovesubject to the current issue of the Atlantic Monthly is
attracting wideattention and causing generalcomment. In this article Mr. McMaster demonstrates,
>y citing numerous past incidents of our national
and State history, that political corruption, with
all the tricks, plots and injustices which go to
make up what those who employ such methods call
n our day practical politics," found as much
avor with the founders and first citizens of this
lepublie and its several component commonwealths as they do with those of their descendants
who use them at the present time. Even those reigious restrictions Which are almost universally
ondemned now as foreign to the spirit of true
Americanism, were generally enforced then, and
what made matters worse, all these things were
one at a time when those phases of our national
ondition and life which certain modern critics
eplore, did not exist; when practically all politcal power was vested in native-born citizens who
were professedly Christians, and when wealth was
a characteristic of the average office-holder.
Humiliating though it may be to our national
pride, it can not well be denied that Professor
McMaster, whose article abounds in proofs of his
ssertions, has made out his case, and shown that
ur political system has always been burdened
with grave and glaring defects. It may be, and
t probably is, true that individual instances of
eeper political depravity can be cited today than
re to be found in the earlier history of the counry, though the infamous and almost universal reigious proscription that was practiced then Imply finds no parallel in our day. To attribute
lose abuses, though, such as they are, to
wrong causes, as one of our local dailies does
y saying that they are stimulated by aditions from alien sources," will profit us nothing,
ut may delay, and even prevent, their reform,
y diverting attention from their real source. If,
in
s the same apologist of the fathers asserts,
le earlier days of the Republic these instances of
nscrupulous action were exceptional," whereas
ow they are much nearer being widely pervadng," so that many people legard their correction
as one of the necessities of the present time,"
he duty of discovering and applying the real
emedy is all the more urgent. The political
ducation of some of our voters may be imperfect;
>ut such imperfection a'one is not calculated to generate evils that endanger our
orm of government. The true origin of
lose abuses is to be found in the weakened
ense of moral obligations that is beoming more and more prevalent in the land, es>ecially on political issues ; and which many perons who have carefully studied the matter,
attribute chiefly to the elimination of all religious
nstruction from the schools wherein so many
American citizens receive their education. This
s one of our educational defects which the Cathoc Church seeks to remedy in the only way iv
which it can be remedied; and Mr. McMaser's article, which was probably penned with
no intention of prejudicing the present genration of Americans against its predecessors,
will serve an excellent purpose if it convince
reformers of the present
le true political
ay, those patriotic souls who aie sincerely deirous of eliminating from our political system the
vils that are fraught with dangers to our national
xistence, that that desirable end is not to be atained by bringing back a regime, under which as
Mr. McMaster shows, were inaugurated and fos-

"
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tered the very vices whose extirpation is now
sought.
Professor McMaster will have written to better
purpose still should his paper cause our beloved
country to look for the remedy of the evils that
affect its political system now, as they did in
former times, where alone that remedy may be
found. The ideal form of government, which all
who love American liberties and institutions must
desire for this land, has never, perhaps, been better explained or more fully portrayed than in the
encyclical in which the present illustrious Sovereign Pontiff, whose sympathy with American
ideas has so often asserted itself, considered,some
ten years ago, the Christian constitution of States.
Almost every defect in our political system which
modern reformers seek to remove, and the most,
if not all, of which, as Mr. McMaster shows, were
engrafted upon it by the fathers and founders of
the nation and its States, finds itself pointed out
and condemned in that Papal document. Therein
Leo XIII. argues for States to adopt a constitution, under which "divine and human laws are
properly divided ; the rights of citizens completely
defined by divine, natural and human law, and the
limitations of the several offices are at once wisely
laid down and the keeping of them most opportunely secured." Therein, again it is stated that
in the just domain of political and civil affairs the THIRTY
laws
" aim at the common good and are not
guided by the deceptive wishes and judgments of
the multitude, but by truth and justice"; and

A SAIL FOR

HOME.

PBATRYICKPUNCH.

The good ship bears us to a land
That we have never seen ;
In youth we were a happy band,
Schoolmates in Erin green
Now we approach a foreign shore,
The ship is in the bay
And each, the pleasant voyage o'er,
Will go his lonely way.

:

We've left behind us childhood's scenes
And all the joys of youth;
Now shall we learn what labor means,
And bravely seek the truth
Yet as we near the longed-for shore,
Misgivings fill the mind:
Has fate for us such joys in store
As those we've left behind?

:

As nearer to our goal we speed,
Sharp jagged rocks appear;
But beacon lights shine out, to lead
Us to the harbor near :
Since life is but a sail for home,
May God be ever nigh
To guide us safe, where breakers foam
To heaven by-and-by.

ARCHBISHOP

WILLIAMS.

YEARS AFTER HIS ORDINATION FATHER WILLIAMS
RECEIVES THE PALLIUM.

therein, finally, the citizen who is intrusted with
Twenty years ago this very month, as stated in
official responsibilities is warned that " it is unlaw- the preceding article, the priest whom Monsignor
ful to follow one line of duty in private and an- Affre ordained at Trinity half a century ago, was
other in public."
And in these words of its present illustrious
head are embodied the teaching and practice of
the Catholic Church in matters political, not for
this age or country alone, but for all times and
all lands. Her teaching and practice, as every
unprejudiced student of her history must admit,
are diametrically antagonistic to the condition of
things which our sincere modern political reformers deplore, and which, as Mr. McMaster
shows, has always existed, in a more or less
aggravated form, in this country. If our Protestant fellow citizens, instead of judging that
Church by the conduct of individuals who are
Catholics only in name, if at all, and whose sole
aims in political pursuits seem to be ones of
personal profit and aggrandizement, would
examine dispassionately her uniform teaching and
practice, they would speedly recognize that no
land, and, least of all, a land like this, which
professes to be a Christian State wherein true
liberty and universal justice prevail, can find anywhere a stauncher friend or a firmer ally than
she has always shown herself in our regard.
The Catholic Church is not half as eager as she
is often misrepresented by her enemies and by
others who misunderstand her as being, of seeing
Catholics placed in position of power and authority. She is far more concerned to behold them
exemplifying in their private lives the virtues of
good citizenship ; and if at times she rejoices to
see them undertaking the conduct of public affairs,
it is because she confidently looks to them to acquit themselves scrupulously anel faithfully of all
I heir official duties, to administer e-onscicntiously
whatever trusts their fellow citizens confide to
them, and to antagonize on all possible occasions
that political depravity which Professor McMaster
declares characterized often the legislation of the
founders and fathers of this nation, and which is,
unfortunately, at times, practiced even yet by their
inheritors and sons.

Tiik. Comtesse dc Paris has, in accordance with
the terms of her late husband's will, distributed a
large sum of money in alms among the poor in the
different provinces of France. Not one of his
servants or friends, however lowly, was forgotten.

invested with the insignia of his present exalted
rank and dignity by the first American cardinal in the cathedral of his erection, and in the
presence of the most notable ecclesiastical gathering hedd up to that date in Boston. The history
of his aelministration, during the score of years
that has elapsed since then, is replete with so
many achievements in behalf of religion that only
the more prominent of those accomplishments can
be mentioned here. On the Eeast of the Immaculate Conception following his investiture with
the pallium, the most reverend jubilarian of this
May dedicated, with becoming and imposing
ceremonies, the stately cathedral, work upon
which was begun the day he observed his own
forty-fourth birthday. According to the directories e>f that year, 1875, there were then in the
archdiocese, 170 priests, 100 churches with 15
more in process of erection; 34 chapels and
stations, 10 parochial schools, 'J other religious
institutions ; and the Catholic population was estimates! at ;»10,000.
A comparison of these deof
tails with the figures
the current year will give
the reader some idea of the progress which the
Church, under the' Archbishop's fostering care anel
direction, has maele here during the past twenty
ye-ars. The priesthood of the diocese at the present time numbers 421 members; there' are 180
churches, with 02 chapeds and stations; 100
Cathedic schools, not reckoning academies, high
schools, colleges or seminaries; 27 other religious
institutions, anel the Cathedie population lacks
but ten thousand of reaching 000,000, and is surpassed by that of only one other archdiocese in
the country, New York. 'Ihese figures tell of the
material progress that Catholicism has maele here
during the archiepiscopal aelministration of Monsignor Williams, but underneath them is easily
read the story of the persistent effort anel untiring zeal which brought that progress about and
gave the archdiocese the' splendid equipment in
the possession of which it rejoices at the present
day.
During the> years that he has been the metropolitan of the New England province, in aeldition
to his ad (i mi mi journeys to Home, Archbishop
Williams, who has visited the Holy See four times
since his consecration, went to the Eternal City,
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with the other American archbishops, in 1883, for
the conferences which the Holy Father held that
year with those dignitaries, with reference to the
Plenary Council which convened at Baltimore in
1884. At that council, whose first sessions were
held ou November 9, the wisdom, prudence and
conservatism which have always been such striking traits of the Archbishop's character, won for
his opinions and words the greatest eleference on
the part of the assembled prelates, and made him
one of the foremost factors in the acts of the
council. He was the celebrant of the Pontifical
High Mass on the Sunday following the opening
of the council, at which service Archbishop Elder
of Cincinnati preached on The Priesthood ; he
was chosen to reply to the address which Judge
Merrick of Baltimore made to the Fathers of the
Council at the reception tendered them on November 20 by the Catholics of the Monumental City,
and in what estimation Monsignor Williams is
held by his colleagues in rank may in a measure
be judged from the witty words which Archbishop
Ryan of Philadelphia employed in alluding to
him in the address he delivered at the banquet
given at the opening of the Catholic University.
Other prelates," saiel the eloquent Philadelphia
elivine on that occasion, "are noteel for consummate' pruelence, which, though a cardinal virtue,
was not to be monopolized by the Sacred College.
Pruelence regulates all the virtues, which, like
spokes of a wheel, move around the Hub.'
One of the greatest achievements of that period
of Archbishop Williams' aelministration, with
which this article eleals, was the establishment of
St. John's Seminary, at Brighton, with the subseepient opening of the Philosophy Building. The
seminary was first used for the annual retreat of
the archdiocesan clergy in September, 1884; it
was solemnly blesseel by the archbishop on the
18th of the same month, and four days subsequently it opened its eloors to the first students
who entered them to prosecute their theological
studies. The Philosophy Buikling, which serves
as a feeder to the seminary, was formally opened
on Oct. 14, 1890 ; and from these two institutions
of the Archbishop's foundation every parish, it
may be said, in his jurisdiction, has received inestimable profits anel aelvantages.
Pages would be required to detail the many
other accomplishments for the promotion of
religion anel the practice of various virtues which
have marked the Archbishop's aelministration of
the past twenty years. Especial mention may,
however, be made of the magnificent new Home
for Working Girls, in which, from the outset of its
institution, the Archbishop has always evinced
the warmest interest, and to which he has shown,
and is still showing, himself the most generousof
friends. Attention may also be directed to the
large number of parochial churches that have been
freed from elebt and consecrated in the archeliocese of recent years, to the numerous permanent rectorships that have been createel, to the
additions that have been made to the number of
the parochial schools, and to the general excellent financial condition of the whole archdiocese, all of which things bear eloquent testimony to the zeal and labor, as well as to the
ability and prudence, of the beloved prelate, the
golden jubilee of whose priesthood now brings such
great joy to his priests and people.
A little more than four years ago, in March,
1891, the completion of his twenty-fifth year in
the episcopate gave the Archbishop's flock an
opportunity of testifying their esteem and
affection for him; and the manner in
which that occasion was welcomed hardly
needs to be told here. The stately cathedral
of the Holy Cross, which will always be a
monument of the Archbishop's episcopate, never,
perhaps, before, held within its walls a more notable or larger gatheriug than assembled there then
to participate in the joyous celebration of his
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Most Rev. John J. Williams, D. D.,
Archbishop of Boston.

silver jubilee. All the New Englanel prelates of
that year, two of whom have since passed away,
with visiting bishops from other sections of the
country; almost the entire priesthood of the
archdiocese, with representatives from every other
eastern bishopric, members of all the religious
communities, representatives of the State and city
governments, notable civilians of every rank, rich
and poor, young, middle-aged anel old, formed part
of that great gathering; and every eye rested with
affectionate joy on the central figure of the whole
celebration, from the moment that he entered the
body of the church to begin the celebration of his
jubilee Mass until the conclusion of the same.
The celebrations of next week, in honor of the
Archbishop's fiftieth year in the priesthood to which
Monsignor Affrc promoted him at Trinity of 1845,
promise to be grainier eleinonstrations even than
those that took place in the' cathedral four springs
ago. The highest ecclesiastical dignitaries of the
United States will participate in this golden
sacerdotal Jubilee. The apostolic elelegate, the
representative in this country of the illustrious
Pontiff who rules the universal Church, and who
holds in such high esteem our venerable jubilarian,
will grace the occasion with his presence ; Carelinal
Gibbons postpones for a few days his elcparture
for Rome, in order to offer the Archbishop in
person bis felicitations and gooel wishes, anel a
host of other prelates, with multitudes of priests,
religious men and women, will attend his jubilee
Mass, while were the cathedral ten times as spacious as it is, it wouldbe inadequateto accommodate
the thousands of his devoted flock who will be
eager to enter its walls and breathe a fervent

prayer on the day that their beloved chief pastor
completes Ins fiftieth sacerdotal year, that he may
live long yet to continue his benign administration
of the archdiocese.
To the Archbishop himself, the celebration of
next week can not fail to bring a multitude of
sole-mn anel sacred memories. Fifty years backward is a long look for any mortal to take, and in
that vista grief must have its place with gladness,
and sorrow can not be wholly displaced by joy.

The sole survivor of the New Englanel priesthooel
of 1845 must, necessarily, on the day that he completes his fiftieth yearinthe priesthooel, recall tender
memories of the worthy laborers who toiled with
him in the vineyard in the earlier days of his ministry, but who have all, one after the other, since
passed to their reward. A jubilee should be a day
of rejoicing, however, and Monsignor Williams will
not assuredly lackreasons to be' glad on the fiftieth
anniversary of his ordination. Look wherever he
may in his wide jurisdiction, the contrast between
the present year and that which saw the' eoinmeneement of his sacerdotal labors here in Boston can
not fail to afford him abundant joy and gratification. Religion has flourished here in New
England more, perhaps, than in any other section
of this favored land. The few humble churches
of fifty years ago have become the many niagnificent ones of the present day ; the elesert places
wherein then the toilers were few, are blossoming
garelens now, and rich as is the present harvesting, the future is full of larger promises still,in the
realization of which, his priests and people fondly
pray, the Archbishop may remain with them for
many years yet to see.
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CThurceAbroad.
CATHOLIC THOUGHT AND EVENTS IN FOREIGN
LANDS.
[from our own correspondent.]
Vienna, April 9, 1895.
The usual ceremony of the washing of the feet
of twelvepoor old men, by the emperor, took place
at the imperial palace, on Holy Thursday. At ten
o'clock, the old men, each one accompaniedby two
relatives, entered the hall of ceremony, and took
their places at the table, where the snowy damask,
the glittering glass and china, and the fragrant
nosegay that lay beside each plate, made a very
pleasing picture. When the trays were brought
in, the emperor took the food from them, and set
it before the old men, and after they had eaten, he
and the archdukes cleared the table, and the fragments of the feast were placed in wooden baskets
adorned with the imperial eagles, for the guests to
carry home. After this, the officers of the household took off the old men's shoes and stockings,
and spread a long liiien cloth over their knees.
The court chaplain then began to read the gospel
for Maunday Thursday, and at the words, "He
began to wash his disciples' feet," the master of
ceremonies gave the sign to begin. His Majesty
knelt, and moving from one to the other, washed
and dried the feet of the twelve men. After
which ceremony, a purse containing thirty silver
kroner was suspended by a yellow and black ribbon round the neck of each man. Thus ended the
function, and the poor old souls, grateful but
weary, (they had been brought to the palace at
seven o'clock in the morning), were sent home in
carriages, with their baskets of food and wine,
and their little purses of silver.
In consequence of the absence of the empress,
who is traveling in Cyprus, the old women who
had been chosen to receive the same ablutions received only the usual gifts presented on the occasion. The united ages of these twenty-four old
persons amounteel to 2,139 years.
His Eminence, Cardinal Gruscha, must be more
than satisfied with the results of his recent mission
in St. Stephen's Cathedral. The hours for the
services, half past seven in the morning, five
in the afternoon, and half past eight in the
evening, were particularly well chosen. The
crowds of the faithful increased from day to day,
anel the marvelous acoustic property of the church
enabled every ODe to hear distinctly from any part
of the building.
The committee of the Vienna Building Union
held a meeting a short time ago, in which several
matters of interest to the citizens of Vienna were
brought up for consideration. The famous Josephine Bell of St. Stephen's, the so-called "Bummerin," which was made by the bell-founder
Achamer, out of the Turkish cannon taken in the
year 1701, has not been rung for a long time because its mighty vibrations imperilled the safety of
the dome of the high tower. It is now proposed
to bring it into use again, and this can be accomplished only by transporting the bell to the unfinished
tower, which would necessitate alterations; and
here archaeological scruples arose. It was not
without serious opposition that the decision was
finally made, and the cathedral architect was
directetl to prepare plans for the solution of the

problem.

Another no less importantsubject came before the
committee, in the question regarding the old stained
glass that still remained behind the altar. In accordance with the suggestion of the Royal Central
Commission for the preservation of monuments of
art, the committee decidedthat thesewindows should
not be removed from their present position, and
that the work of restoration should be begun.
Great crowds have attended the lectures of Doc-

tor Albert Weisinger, in the course of whichhegave
a graphic history of St. Stephen's Church from its
foundation in 1144. In 1258 it was partly destroyed by fire. In 1273 it was restored to its
original form, and in the 14th century Albrecht
11. and Rudolph IV. made the additions which are
known by their respective names.
The lecturer spoke of the so-called " Beer Bell,"
hung in 1459, at whose ringing in the evening
every beer shop in the city must close, and all the
inhabitants who walked abroad at this hour must
carry a hand lantern. The streets were not lighted
until 1087.
The Prime Bell, called by the Viennese " Praimglockchen," was, from the year 1547 until the
time of the Emperor Joseph, rung in summer,
from three to four o'clock, and in wiDter, from
four to five o'clock in the morning. The solid old
Viennese went to bed at the clanging of the"Beer
Bell," and were aroused from their slumbers
by that of the Prime Bell, and the good, healthy
creatures never dreamed of the nervous prostration
that was lying in wait for modern Vienna.
The high tower was injured by an earthquake in
1590, and by the Turkish siege in 1683. It was
finally torn down, and rebuilt between 1839 and
1842. The high altar of St. Stephen's is historically interesting because it is the only one in
Austria at which a Pope has celebrated High Mass.
In 1782 Pope Pius 11. celebrated Mass in this

cathedral.
More than two hundred Viennese ladies, with
the Archduchess Maria Valeria at their head, made
a retreat during Holy Week at the Convent of the
Sacred Heart at Rainweg.

The retreat was given

by the Father Superior Victor Kobb, S.J.
The Working Men's Association held a meeting
on Wednesday evening to an ange the programme
for the celebration of the Ist of May. The orator
of the evening said that, as on the May festival
for this year it was proposed to demand the universal suffrage, it ought to be a more imposing
occasion than ever before, anel that every member
of the laboring class throughout Austria should
rest from work on that day. The working women
will also join in the celebration. On the first of
May the Prater belongs to the laboring class and
it will be adorned, not by diamonds, but by the
reel blouses of the workiDg women. It was agreed
that the morning should be devoted to the assemblies, anel that in the afternoon they would march
in a body to the Prater.
It is expected that the new stone bridge over
the Danube will be opened on the same day.
There must have been from twenty to twentyfive thousand persons present at the shrine of
Maiia Lanzenelorf on Good Friday, anel more
Viennese than country folk, who had probably
begun their ploughing and planting. The sixteen
hostelries, too many for the town in the
winter, are far from equal to the elemand
in summer. The hospitable Franciscan monks
served soup to all who desired it, and the
clergy were, of course, entertained. Many priests
continued to hear confessions until one o'clock in
the afternoon.
The announcement by the Jewish organ, the
Neve Freie Presse, that the Holy Father had sent
a letter to Prince Lichtenstein, formally denouncing anti-semitism, proves to have been a fabrication devised for the evident purpose of sowing
dissension among Catholics.
GENERAL FOREIGN NOTES.

On Sunday afternoon, the sth of April, the
Maiquise dc Chanaleilles, a lady eighty-five years
of age, and her daughter, the Marquise dc Marcieu,
went to Pere la Chaise to visit the family tomb.
The foimer had hardly stepped into the funeral
chapel when a flagstone gave way beneath her
feet, and she was thrown into the vault below.
Her daughter, who was just behind, rushed for-

ward to save her, and also fell into the vault,
which was about eighteenfeet deep. The keepers of
the cemetery, attracted by the cries of the ladies,
hastened to the spot, and with ropes and hooks
succeeded in rescuing them. The elder lady was
carried to a neighboring druggist's, anel died within
an hour. Her daughter escaped with a broken
leg and severe contusions. The funeral ceremonies of the Marejuise took place at St. Francis
»

In Brittany, that part of France where the faith
burns so brightly, a benevolent association for the
benefit of the sailors of Newfoundland and Iceland
has been founded. The archdiocese of Rennes
possesses a large fishing population, the greater
part of which lives on the sea and subsists chiefly
by codiishing.
St. Malo is their meeting-place, anel their field
of labor extends to Newfoundland and Iceland.
For eight months these hardy men are exposeel to
every sort of danger by sea. Although devout
Catholics, tliey have been, at these times, utterly
without the consolations of religion, and when ill
and in danger of death, to be without the sacraments was a grievous thing.
Now a large steamer accompanies this fishing
colony. As soon as the fishing begins it casts
anchor, often in the midst of two thousand ships.
It serves as a hospital, a church, and a home for
the clergy, the doctors and the nurses. Within it
may be found everything required for the needs of
the body and the soul. An advice-boat is connected with it, which goes the rounds among this
floating colony, receives the sick who are to be
taken to the hospital, or, if the case is a light one,
brings a doctor to the patient. A white flag is
the signal that help is wanted. Instantly the
advice-boat goes wherever it is summoned and
cares for the sufferers, regardless of creed.
Many fishermen prepare themselves for these
voyages by a retreat of four or live days.
The St. Vincent Sisters have the care of the
sick, and the Lazarist Fathers take spiritual charge
of these sailors whose zeal and piety can not
be too highly praised. It is most touching to see
the frequency With which they renew their baptismal vows. When the fleet comes home in
November, the sailors make their tl anks-giving for
the protection of God and offer prayers for the
souls of their companions who have died during
the voyage.
The Cure of St. Me'dard, M. Jenian, whose
funeral recently took place at Notre Dame, was
born in Paris in 1825. He was not a man of brilliant parts, but the diocese of Paris has had few
more indefatigable workers.
St. Me'dard was a very difficult parish, vast in
extent, with a large population, chiefly of the
working class, multitudes of children, the legendary refuge of Parisian pauperism, its old church
falling to decay.
All these elements might have discouraged a
less stout-hearted priest, but Pere .louan was not
the man to be depressed by dilliculties. He not
only knew how to work himself, but he possessed
the still more unusual faculty of makiug ethers
work. Societies and confraternities sprang up
around him, the number of communions iucreaseel,
his catechism classes were crowded, and the financial affairs of the parish were speedily established.
No curate of St. Me'dard has left more tokens of
his activity behind him. He restored five chapels,
built a high altar of great architectural beauty,
aelorned the church with beautiful stained glass,
repaired the great organ, and presented the altar
with sacred vessels and ornaments. At the same
time he cared for the poor, tended the sick, maintained Christian schools, and converted numberless souls to Goel. He was devoteel to Notre
Dame, where he had been a choir boy, sub-director
of the choir, and finally, honorary canon.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS.
ANGLICAN ORDERS.

The leading article in the American Catholic
Quarterly Review, "The Correlation of Order and
Jurisdiction," the author of which is A. F. Marshall, B. A., has a special timeliness in view of the
questions that have arisen in consequence of the
Holy Father's recent appeal to the Anglicans to
return to their former Roman allegiance. Mr.
Marshall undertakes to show
and succeeels in
the undertaking
that the Anglican bishops have
not the semblance of jurisdiction, and that, consequently, their claim that their church is a Catholic
one has no foundation. Justly claiming that the
s"ource of ecclesiastical jurisdiction must be so plain
that all can recognize it, Mr. Marshall contends
that up to the sixteenth century the doctrine and
fact that the Papacy was the origin of all such jurisdiction were universally acknowledged in England ; and he cites abundant testimoniesfrom history to that effect. That being the case, the Anglican prelates of the present day, who do not recognize the Papacy, can possess no true jurisdiction, and instead of being Catholic, their church
is necessarily a sediismatic one. Passing next to
the consideration of orders, he shows that, if one
giants for the sake of argument "the validity of
Anglican orders, it follows that for three hundred
years the Anglican church, whose clergy emphatically asserted for that length of time that they
were only parsons or ministers, hael a priesthood
without knowing it. That such was not the case,
however, he argues that the character of the Anglican clergy
using the word character " in the
priestly, not in the personal sense?amply proves ;
and he strengthens his argument by instancing a
number of startling contradictions which the theory that Anglican ministers are identical in character with Catholic priests involves. He makes a
strong point by exposing the absurdity of the
Anglican claim that the see of Liverpool, founded
by an act of Parliment, derivesits jurisdiction from
itself; and concluding with the irrefutable statement that the Anglican church lacks both orders
and jurisdiction, he says of the Ritualists and
their efforts that admirable, truly sincere and
often heroic, as are these struggles to get back to
a Catholic sacrament, we can only hope that their
merit may obtain the supreme grace of a speedy
conversion to the Catholic Church."
?

?

"

?

"

CONTRASTED MISSIONARY METHODS.

In the article on " Indian Bibliographies,"
which he contributes to this quarterly, Mr. Richard It. Elliott, who furnishes the reader with
much interesting information regarding the translations into Indian tongues of bibles maele by
Eliot and other early New England Protestant
scholars, shows that whereas the tribes that were
brought under the influence of the Puritan missionaries speedily became extinct, the aborigines
who were instructed in Christianity by the Jesuit
Fathers at the same time survived and became
While frankly admitting the
truly civilized.
purposes of Eliot
philanthropic
and
patient toil
in
the
him
publication and
who
assisted
and those
distribution of his Indira bibles, Mr. Elliott claims
that the only result of his work illustrated the
gigantic failure of the Puritan Indian missions,
and points in proof thereof to the great crime of
the destruction of New England's aboriginal tribes.
Where the Puritan preacher, saj s he, gave the
bible to the New England Indian, who was wholly
incapable of understanding it, " the Jesuit missionary gave his Iroquoian catechumen the rosary
beads or a blessed medal and baele him recite the
simple prayers, morning and evening, in honor of

the Redeemer and his Mother. What nature so
dull as not to understand the practical methods of
such simple devotion! Fancy the reflections of
the warrior as he tokl the beads of each decaele
with his dusky-hueel fingers, or of the squaw as
she gazed upon the face of the Motherof Sorrows on
her blessed medal. Which method was most
likely to make a Christian out of an uncultivated
savage?" Mr. Elliott quotes at length from the
reports of the Indian Department of the Canadian
Dominion, a country which seems to have the true
idea of dealing with the Indians, for whose benefit
it maintains a large numberof Catholicmissionsand
schools, to show that the average per capita cost
there of the Indian population is but $35, whereas
in this country it is $100 ; and he commends the
stuely of those reports and figures to the inelivieluals
who are so anxious to cripple our American Catholic Indian schools and missions.
*.

?_?

LORD BALTIMORE AND ROGER WILLIAMS.

Doctor Richard H. Clarke has a valuable paper
in this same publication dealing with the question
whetherLord Baltimore or Roger Williams was
the first to institute liberty of conscience and freedom of worship in this country. Doctor Clarke
adduces a wealth of documentary evidence to show
that religious liberty was decreed and practiced in
Catholic Maryland years in advanceof its adoptionin
Rhode Island ; and this evidence isby nomeans gathered from prejudiced sources, inasmuch as Bancroft, Chalmers and Judge Story, all Protestants,
acknowledge the justice of Maryland's claim to priority in this matter. The Doctor's own statement of
the case is to the effect that the actual landing of
the Maryland pilgrims in 1634 gives Maryland two
years' precedence over Rhode Island, Lord Baltimore's instructions for the voyage, issued in 1633,
make that precedence a year more, while the

Maryland Charter, 1032, adds another. Speaking
of Avalon, Calverts' unsuccessful colony, where its
founder provided a place of worship anel a minister
for those of the colonists who were Protestants,
It is a curious circumstance,
Doctor Clarke says
showing the extent to which English persecution
of Catholics was then carried, that the minister,
Rev. Mr. Stourton, to whom and to whose flock
Lord Baltimore had given a chapel, afterwards, on
his return to England, preferred charges against
his liberal benefactor for permitting Mass to be
said in Avalon !"

:"

THE POPE'S POSITION.

The reader will find in the article on Italy's
Reconciliation With the Holy See," contributed to
this quarterly by Mr. Wilfrid C. Robinson, some
statements regarding the position in which the
Holy Father finds himself placed in Rome, that
will convince him of the justice of the reclamations on that issue which the present sovereign
pontiff so frequently voices. Replying to the question, which, he says, is sometimesasked by Catholics, why the Pope does not accept the actual condition of things, which, the individuals who ask
such a question imagine, leaves him allthe freedom
he requires, Mr. Robinson says that appearances
are often deceptive, and are especially so far as
they indicate that the head of the Church is not
subjected to interference by the Italian Government. The
law of guarantees," he asserts,
does not recognize the Pope's right even to the
Vatican, but merely gives him "the free enjoyment of it." The Government papers, whenever they refer to the Vatican, speak ofit as
national property. The oilicial organ of the
Italian court has denied that there is anything,
even a fcot of Roman soil, that can be called
Pontifical territory. The Vatican is denied the
right to ask an entrance fee from visitors to its
museums, and five years ago Italian insolence
went so far as to put the Holy Father on the lists
Pecchi,
of Roman voters in this fashion:
Joachim, son of Lewis, deceased, residii g in Rome."

"

"

"

Mr. Robinson bases the most of his statements on
the work upon Leo XIII., which Monsignor dc
T'Serclaes, the rector of the Belgian College in
Rome, has recently published, and in which its
author, after narrating the many insults the
Italian Government has offered to the present
Pope, predicts that the break-upof United Italy "
"
is perhaps not far distant, adding that its unity
"
will then crumble of itself into anarchy, but order
will not be restored on the principle of unity, but
on the federal principle, and not without the Pontiff, but under his auspices and with his assistance."
AN END-OF-THE-CENTURY PROBLEM.

In the Editor's Study" of the May Harjwr's,
"
Mr. Charles Dudley Warner declares that the
question of reconciling liberty with order and good
government, which he thinks has not yet been
settled, does not constitute the only problem which
this nineteenth century bids fair to bequeath to
its successor. He sees another knotty issue in
dccieling whether there be not an antagonism between art anel religion, or, to use his own words,
whether "thecultivation of the imagination is always
dangerous to morality and the worship of beauty
always relaxing to the moral fibre ? " To illustrate
his meaning, Mr. Warner goes back to the fifteenth century, which he charges with a number
of vices, and asserts that in the present age those
vices are reasserting themselves. His accusations
against the fifteenth century are altogether too
large at times, for instance, where he says that
then, " political morality and good faith did not
exist anywhere, and if there was any private regard for the moral coele it was not in the high
places of Church or State." Neither are all the
allegations he makes against our age tenable, but
in view of certain all too prevalent practices, there
would seem to be some warrant for his declaration
that in our days it is a consequence of the decay
of faith and of the scepticism as to Christian supernaturalism that so many people resort "to all
sorts of superstitions, to astrology and palmistry,
to spirits in the air and beliefs in the antics of
mediums, to thcosophy and second-s'ght. Not
altogether bad, either, is his assertion that in the
apparent conflict between art and religion, "there
is no safer course for one than to sit squarely on
the Ten Commandments"; though between true
art anel religion there can, of courte, be no antagonism.
THE McMAHON HALL OF PHILOSOPHY.

In the interesting article," The Financial Side
of the Univcisity," which the rector of thatCatholic institution at Washington eontribu'es to the
second number of the Bulletin that is published by
the university, are given some details regarding the
McMahon Hall of Philosophy, which, a6 is well
known, is to open its doors tostudents the comii g
fall. Monsignor Keane tells us that, in accordance with the desires of the venerable Monsignor
McMahon, his murificent gift to this philosophii al
house is to be wholly expended upon the buildings and grounds. That fae>t left the University
face to face with tl c necessity of procuring additional funds for the maintenance of the professors who sre to foim the faculty of this hall.
Happily, however, these funds have been partlyprovided, thanks to the generosity of two wealthy
Catholics, one Mrs. Whiteford, of Baltimore, nowdeceased, who, by her will, left $50,000 for the
endowment of a chair of law, in me mory of herhusband, also deceased ;andtheother, Mr. Jos. Banigan
of Providence, who, early in the present year, gave
the hallasimilarsumfoithee6tablishmentof apolitical economy chair. IhenthereisalsotheCelticchair,
for which the Ancient Order of Hibenrans have in
part provided. The right reverend rector rece>gnizes, of course, that other endowments will be
required before the McMahon Hall can adequately
accomplish the great work for which it is destined,
but he has confident hopes thatfunds for such endowments will eventually, and at no distant date,
be forthcoming.
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SUNDAY, MAY

THOUGHTS BEFORE MARRIAGE.

SUNDAY.

12.

Fourth Sunday after Easter. The epistle, St.
James, i. 17-51 : Every best gift, and every perfect gift, is from above, coming down from the
Father of lights."
The gospel, St. Johnxvi. 5-14 : And now I go
because I have spoken
to him that sent me,
these things to you, sorrow hath filled your hearts."
Thus even to the last moment of his sensible presence on earth Jesus Christ forgets himself and
thinks only of us. We should compare our love
of God with the love that Christ has shown
for us. Often our love is mixed with selfinterest and even when we try to avoid
sin we are not unfrequently influenced by
fear of punishment or hope of reward rather
than by the pure and disinterested love of
God. Our divine Saviour goes on:"If I go not,
the Paraclete will not come to you; but if I go, I
will send him to you." The apostles are overwhelmed with grief at the thought of the departure of Christ for heaven. Thus it is often
with us we are wrapt up in sensible things or
pleasures; the departure of a friend, son, or
daughter by death throws us into great grief. In
the meantime this death may have been designed
by Providence for our spiritual profit. Perhaps
God intends in this way to bring death more
vividly before our eyes and compel us to realize
what we ourselves must meet one day. Perhaps
he wishes in this way to moderate our excessive
love of the world and its pleasures; and regulate
according to the dictates of religion our human
love, even for our nearestrelatives. The love of the
apostles for Christ was in itself good and praiseworthy, yet it neeeled to be regulated and spiritualized. It was absorbed too much with the visible.
Unless therefore this visible presence be taken
away the Paraclete would not come. Excessive

"

...

ReligousInstruction.

Religous Maxims.

Churc alendar.
C

"

The best perfection is to do ordinary things in a
perfect manner. Constant fidelity in little things
The case is not a different one with regard to
i3 a great anel heroic virtue.
St. Bonaventure.
husbands ; a girl will consent to marry a man only
You must love your neighbor as yourself. If
for the sake of a handsome face, a good figure, and
you have not courage to love him as yourself, you
a fund of agreeable conversation. Is he a
must, at least, not injure him, but rather do him
Christian? Does he conscientiously fulfil his
good.
religious duties, the only surety for the fulfillment
MONDAY.
of all other duties? Is he a good son? Is he a
Be content to have neither pleasures nor this a man of pure morality and unblemished honor?
world's esteem, and you will not cDmplain of the Will his past life furnish a pledge for the future?
wearisomeness which follows from abandoning But the heedless, thoughtless girl puts all such
your own will; and remember that the greatest questions carelessly aside, in eagerness to plunge
gift one can receive in this world is the power to into those unknown waters which are hereafter
conquer one's self, by renouncing and casting destined to close relentlessly above her head.
aside his own will. ?St. Catherine of Bologna.
he is a Protestant! " exclaim her friends.
" ButThat
is nothing; I will convert him."
""But from
TUESDAY.
his childhood he has neglected the
We do not bear our trials well, because we do sacraments, anel is in fact utterly without religion !"
not know how to draw spiritual consolation from
" Oh! when he is married, it will be quite difthem ; he who would always work faithfully must ferent."
beareverything cheerfully.
Blessed Egidius of
"But he has led a very worthless life, and is
Assisi.
reckless and extravagant! "
With me he will be quite reformed."
WEDNESDAY.
" But
violent temper, and is indolent
They may be said to be killed by the letter, who
" very hehardhasto aplease
and
!"
observance,
give themselves merely to its exterior
not
I love him, and intend
more;
Do
say
any
others,
in order to be considered more learned than
"marry him."
to
and through it to acquire material benefits which
own course, then. In a year or
" Takewillyour
they can bestow on their friends and relatives.
speak very differently."
you
two
St. Francis.
Family.
Those who marry are forced to aelopt,
THURSDAY.
willingly or unwillingly, the family of their husServants of God, give good example; preach by band or their wife. Here also is a subject for
acts more than by words. Actions penetrate the consideration. It is quite necessary to consider
heart, words glide by and pass away.?St. Joseph whether you are abaut to enter into an honorable
of Cupertino.
and a Christian family. Too often a shiDing
???
varnish covers a bad picture; therefore it is
FRIDAY.
?

?

?

It is a great virtue for man to know how to conquer himself. If you can conquer yourself, you
sensible pleasure, inordinate attachment to crea- will overcome all your enemies and possess every
tures, are obstacles to the coming of the Holy
happiness. ?Blessed Egidius of Assisi.
Ghost into our hearts. Our attachments, our
There are many who under pretext of knowing
human loves, our pleasures, our losses, our
better than their superior what agrees with them,
sorrows, ought, therefore, to be under the do- look backward and return to their own will.
minion of reason enlightened by the Spirit of

God.

SATURDAY.

MONDAY, MAY 13.

St. Anselm, Confessor and Doctor of the
Church. (Transferred from April 21). Anselm was born in Piedmont. At an early age he
became a monk at Bee in Normandy. The fame

of his sanctity soon spread through Europe. William Rufus, king of England, while dangerously ill,
called him to his bedside as his confessor; and on
his restoration to health so great was his veneration for Anselm that he nominated him to the
vacant archiepiscopal see of Canterbury. Subsequently when the king attempted to plunder the
church Anselm rebuked him. This freedom and
independenceso angered the king that he forbade
Anselm to go to Rome to be invested with the
pallium, the insignia of his archiepiscopal office.
Anselm disregarded the prohibition, but before
his return from Rome William Rufus had dieel and
Henry I. had succeeded to the crown. This
monarch claimed the right of investing bishops
with the ring and crozier, symbols of their spiritual
jurisdiction, which of course the Church alone
possesses. Anselm again resisted this illegal and
tyrannical usurpation of spiritual power, and of
course incurred the enmity of the king, who forced
him into exile. In the meantime, however, Anselm entered his protest and made for the thousandth time the distinction first made by St. Peter
between spiritual and civil obedience.
Let all
he
cried
that
understand,"
out,
and each of you
relates
I
will
the
sucGod,
obey
to
in whatever
cessor of St. Peter, and in whatever appertains to
the earthly authority of my lord, the king, I will

"

"

He who is charged with the care and direction
of others, and who hotels the highest place, should
be as the least of all and the servant of his
brethren, and use towards each of them the conelescension which he would wish to be shown to
himself, if he were their inferior.?St. Francis.
Remember, oh man, to what height the Lord
has raised you, when he created and formeel you
to the image of his divine son in your body, and
to his own likeness in your soul.
dedicate to him my fidelity and my assistance according to my knowledge and my conscience."
Such were the Christian sentiments of loyalty
towards the successor of St. Peter entertained by
one of the most distinguished of the pre-Reformation archbishops of Canterbury. Yet we are
asked today to believe that the present Protestant
bishop of Canterbury is the rightful successor of
Anselm and that he holds the same faith.
TUESDAY, MAY 14.

St. Boniface, Bishop and Confessor.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 15.

Votive office in honor of St. Joseph.
THURSDAY, MAY 16.

St. Übaldi, Bishop and Confessor.
FRIDAY, MAY 17.

St. Paschal Baylon, Confessor.
SATURDAY, MAY 18.

St. Venantius, Martyr.

well to be careful before forming any such close

connection, and quite necessary to be thoroughly
acquainted with everything concerning the family
into which you desire to enter. There is nothing
to be more carefully avoided than a connection
with any family of ill repute, or of a dishonored
name, since such an association coulel scarcely fail
to have a most baneful effect upon your own life,
to poison the very springs of honor or of conscience, and to lower your own reputation. There
are people who appear to marry only with a view
to the father-in-law whose social position and influence will be most likely to form a stepping-stone
in their own calling or career. In such cases it is
the father-in-law whom they should marry, anel not
the daughter.
Means. Here we behold the sinews of marriage
still more than the sinews of war! Is it an uncommon custom to measure the worth of any young
marriageable woman, or of certain young marrying men, by the value and extent of their fortune?
She will have money, therefore, she is a very
desirable wife. He has scarcely any means,
therefore, I coulel not marry him. I know well
that the question of money is one of real importance both in marriage and throughout life. I do
not say that no one shoulel give it any thought; all I
say is, that money is not sufficient, and that a
Christian, a man who respects himself, is forbidden to marry a fortune, let its dimensions be what
they may.
Money shoulel never be reganled but as an
accessory and if there are certain trivial defects
which may be passed over, no one should be willing to pass over any lack of the essential requirements of religion, good personal qualities, health,
and a fair name. Those who find all these united
may make a perfect marriage. This is the prize,
the most rare prize, which all should seek to
obtain.

;

Every good work should be done with the view
of begging the mercy of (Jod on our sins or on the
sins of others.
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Temperance.
DRTIHNKP
E LAGUE.

Of all evils that have cursed mankind, crushed
woman's heart, sent youth to destruction, driven
virtue to the resort of shame, and smoothed the
pathway to hell, none can compare with the evil
of intoxicating drink. Astonishing it is that more
of our upright citizens do not attempt to wipe out
the plague. It is pleasant to address the young
and intelligent menof this vast union, the men who
are to be the formers of public opinion for a next
generation, and to lay before them the fearful
havoc of this terrible enemy. If a disease ?smallbroke out, so that a hundred would
pox or fever
be laid low, how medical aiel would be called in,
how every expedient would be tried, how the cases
would be isolated ; yet this disease is destroying
daily thousanels, and where are the citizens that
seek the remedies? Were a mael dog abroad, you
would raise a hue and cry, seize any weapon to
stop him in his murderous career ; yet worse than
a hundred rabid dogs is the demon of drink, anel
you are not up in arms against the monster. Were
a stagnant pool to appear in the centre of the city,
and to offend the senses with its green impure
films, and it noxious stenches spreading miasma
and seeds of all manner of diseases, you would petition the corporation, hammer at the doors of the
municipal authority, and demand the removal of
the deadly danger. And yet, worse than stagnant
pools, we see pools of vice belching their alcoholic
fumes over the land, opening the doors to invite
the young men to destruction, and where are the
men to stand up and elemand reelress, elemand protection, demand the wiping out of these manufactories of drunkards!
Not only do the poor suffer from intemperance
all classes are victims. Where goes your taxmoney ? To pay policemen for arresting the proelucts of those drunkard factories, to pay asylums
and prisons for holding the wrecks of humanity.
Seventy-liveto eighty-fiveper cent, of the inmates
of these places are there on account of drink. Business men suffer from its ravages. Enter that
house where the drunken father has left the impress of cold poverty ; a broken stove, a few shattered chairs, ragged children, empty cupboard,
dirt and filth greet your eyes. Had not that man's
money gone to the saloon, it would have gone to
the hardware house for a stove, to the tailor for
clothes, to the grocer for food, to the e'arpenter
for furniture, to the painter, the butcher, to every
honest trader, but not to the saloon.
Statistics tell that 75,000 men go down, in America, every year, to drunkards' graves. Say one
were to pass every minute, the vast army woulel
takeforty-eight days in marching past. Two hundred per day; eight per hour go into eternitythrough elrink. If these could be summoneel from
the saloons where they were murdered, the rivers
where they were drowned, the railway tracks
where they were smashed, anel offereel a lease of
life on condition of taking a temperance pledge,
how gladly would they not, one and all, jump at
the glorious chance of a respite, of a salvation
they can never know ! This demon of drink grapples with man in his physical, civil and spiritual
life. It is a good thing to have health ; glorious
to be strong ?without it there is no real happiness
in life, yet nothing ruins the health, nor saps the
strength like drink. It it never necessary, no
matter how tired one may be. A young man can
work longer, better and with less fatigue when he
is a total abstainer.
Alcohol is a poison; if infused into the veins
it produces instant death taken into the stomach
it courses through the system, and puts all its
parts out of order. If a stranger intruded into a
polite family circle, he would receive gentle or
pointed hints that he was out of place. Your sys?

?

-

:

tern is a family composeel of its organs and members ; let alcohol intrude, and the headache, thebad
stomach, the abnormal pulse, all these are hints
that the presence of the stranger is hurtful. But
let the intruder be a mad man, who proceeds to
smash the furniture, you seize him and eject him.
Too much alcohol, what is called being drunk,
abuses the members of the system, anel they all
rebel and strive to fire out the intruder. That
self-preservation so instinctive in every organ of
man, rebels against the presence of alcohol.
Some mistakingly say that drink helps to work.
It does, for it will make you work in your old age
when you should be eu joying at ease the fruits of
life's labor; it will drive you to work when it has
robbed you of the power to perform your labor.
Take a man upon a noble horse : while he sits
steaely and keeps a firm grasp of the rein, the
beauty anel power of the animal are his ; but if he
relaxes, the steed takes the bit between his teeth,
rushes off, tosses the rider to earth, drags him to
death in the mud. So with our unguarded passions ;
if in drink we let go the reins, the demon rushes
away with us, flings us to the ground anel tramples
us in the mire?and finallykills us outright.
Drink is a vampire that sucks the life-blood ;
a serpent that stings to death ; a demon that haunts
the whole life ; a ghost that tracks its victim to the
grave.
Intemperance grapples with man in his family
life; the highest and best life man can have.
It is not good man should be alone ; he must
have his family, his home. A good man should
have his home where he can sit in peace and enjoy
its sweets of repose. The Angel of Peace is at
his fireside ; but when the Demon of Drink enters,
the Angel ofPeace takes wing. Everything good,
noble, high, elevating, disappears in the presence
of the monster of hell, all beauty departs when
the phantom is on the threshold. From being a
quiet aboele of joy anel love, that home is transformed into the ante-chambers of hell. Go to the
cold cellars where vegetate the victims of drink ;
it was the breath of intemperance that blew out
the fire, that carried away the food, that tore the
clothing from the bed. It grapples with the spiritual life of the soul. You can talk to a murderer,
to a thief, to any bad man, and he can understand
you, there is a chance of repentance, he can be
reasoned with ; but not so the drunkard. He is
less than the dumb animal, he is a caricature of
his Creator. He defies God's mercy, for if he
dies drunk there is no salvation for him. After
all this, in God's name what are we going to
elo? What are you men going to elo about it?
You are not drunkards : no ! But have you no
example to show ; no lesson to preach by your
life example? "Touch not, taste not, handle
not." It is God's remedy; when on the e-ross,
upon Good Friday, as he was expiring, and had
undergone every species and degree of mortal torture, he wished to preach a lesson of temperance
and he cried out in agony, I thirst, I thirst."
He was expiating the unnumbered sins of the
unreckoned drunkards. And he took the gall and
vinegar, although the mixtureaugmented his thirst.
If you wish to stop the ravages of drink you
must go to the opposite extreme and become a
total abstainer. This appeal is not made from
base and unworthy motives ; it is not made through
the fear of being drunkards, but for the sake of
Christian example and Catholic penance. Christ,
who thirsted for our souls, will bless every one
who becomes a total abstainer?bless him with
wealth and happiness in this life, and joy anel
glory in eternity.? Rev. A. P. Doyle.
?

"

FriendlyHints.

A MAN'S "DON'TS" FOR WOMEN.
Don't keep smoothing the wrinkles out of your
waist. A few wrinkles will keep you from looking hideously smooth, like a fashion-plate.
Don't expect impossibilities from your husband.
Don't henpeck him just because you know he is
quiet and will stand it.
Don't snub him in the presence of strangers.
Don't have your skirt badly fastened at the back,
so that your underskirt becomes visible. You
can't see this and no woman seems willing to tell
you.
Don't get off a car with your back to the front
end. Men get a great deal of fun out of your
persistency in doing this. But you are not bound
to amuse them.
Don't run to your mother with all your husband's
faults; rather keep his good qualities to light and
hide his failings.
Don't worry him to death because you can not
have your every wish granted.
Don't be selfish with your husband, for he is
sure to appreciate your self-sacrifices.
Don't have cold suppers. Remember the nearest way to a man's heart is through his stomach.
Don't stand at the door of a street-car and
worry some man near at hand into giving you a
seat when there are empty seats at the head of the
car. You all do this.
Don't leave your handkerchief and pocketbook
in your lap when you are riding in a street-car.
Some man will pick it up for you as you are passing out, but they will get muddy.
Don't sit up waiting for your husband. Go to
bed: get all the sleep you can. In the morning
when you are looking and feeling the best, if you
have anything to say, say it; nine chances out of
ten you will win.
Don't think that now you are marriedhe doesn't
care whether you curl your hair or not.
Don't try to have a long waist. For years and
years the artis's the professors and conservatorsof
beauty have been saying that a short waist is
the more beautiful. At least, please take the
hint.
Don't wait until you get in front of a ticketoffice window before taking out your pocketbook'.
The wives of the eight men who are patiently
waiting the opportunity to buy tickets are wondering why they are so late.
Don't treat your husband as if you had come
down off a pedestal to marry him.
Don't let him come home night after night and
find you entertaining some late caller men are
not always interested in women's chatter; it is
apt to be tiresome after a hard day's grind at the
office or store.
Don't expect him to be amiable with a breakfast
of tough steak, greasy potatoes, cold rolls and
muddy coffee.
Don't, when you make an engagement, keep any
one waiting. You have no right to waste the time
of others. If you are half an hour behind time in
fulfilling an engagement you may cause' half a
dozen people to fail in their appointments, and untold perplexities and delays may come out of just
that little shortcoming of yours which you look
upon as such a trifling thing
?

?

?

Remember that one day we will be only dust;
our forefathers were in life as we are, but now
they are dead, as we too will be; this is why we

ought to love God.?St. Elizabeth of

Hungary

.

If we woulel follow our Lord and Saviour, we
must die entirely to ourselves; for it is by selfHe who wishes to save his soul should lead a
denial and bearing sufferings patiently, that we regular life; he should mark out how he will emshall attain eternal happiness.
St. Angela of ploy his time and the hour for his spiritual exerMerici.
cises.?St. Leonard of Port Mauris.
?
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UNCLE JACK'S TALKS WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
How to Get a Badge and Manual.
[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the
Review, or renews an old subscription, with two
dollars for the year, will receive a badge and a
Manual free.
If your parents or friends subscribe and get the
badge for you, send in your name and be enrolled
as a member, and sign the League promise and
keep it, that is, if you are not a Defender
alreaely.
We can not give badge and Manual for any special or reeluced rate subscriptions, but only when
the full rate (82) is paid to this office, direct.]
?

Has the baseball fever overcome Uncle Jack's
boys so they have no time to write him good
long letters? Looks that way, doesn't it? Baseball is a mighty good game when boys are tolerably sensible about it. That is, when they don't
play it so much that they get glass arms when it
comes to running errands for mother or get so interested in the game they can't hear the echool bell
ring.
Here are a few hints about organizing a baseball nine by a grown-up ball player which Uncle

Jack's small friends may find interesting.
about baseball.

The best thiDg to do first is to get together
what boys you can and choose a captain. He
ought to be a fellow who has the respect of the
others, so that when he orders one thing or
another, or decides a certain question, all the
others will be pretty sure to feel that he is
right. If they do feel so, they will carry out
the oreler so much the better. You can not have
too much respect for your baseball captain, because there will be times in the middle of a
game, on the third ball, or when three boys
are on bases, or at a hundred different critical
moments, where something must be done pretty
quickly. And then every one must feel all his
confidence for his captain to make him act
promptly and in the right way. I have seen a
game lost in the last inning by a little lack of
attention to the captain's eye lack of attention
to what they call "team play." The score was
a tic, and it was the last half of the inning,
with three men on bases. The captain gave the
sign for them all to move, but the man on
second base missed the sign. He thought he
coulel play his own game alone. As a result the
man on first came down to second, and the other
side had two of them in a box.
Then comes the hard question of picking out the
best boys for the different places. It is wise, if
you can do so, to let the nine play a few games
before you settle all the positions, and then you
can judge more easily and with better effect. But
in any case nine boys who have played together
twice a week for a month will make a stronger
team than nine boys who are better players, perhaps, but have not played together. You grow to
be familiar with each other and to foresee what
each player will do under certain circumstances.
You learn to know the pitcher's movements, for
example, if you have watched him half a dozen
times from first base, and you will get a warniDg
before the ball comes flying along in your direction. And as all the other boys on the team will
see this warniDg also, the whole nine will be a
little ahead of the other team. They will understand each other perfectly, while their opponents
can only judge from general, easily observed
signs and movements. Try it for a month and see
how well it works.
There is another part of the baseball organization that is quite as important in its way, though
boys elo not seem to think it so necessary. That is
the manager of the nine. You should have a
?

It is not because money matters are
very troublesome, or because there is much money
to be looked after; nor is it because there are
many games to arrange, and a good amount of
correspondence also to be carried on to make up
the schedules. But the captain needs some one to
help him, some one to do all these things and to
help him keep his men together besides. Everybody must be notified of a game this afternoon,
and the captain may have to go off on some little
matter connected with the match. If his manager
is ready at hand he has no difficulty. If not
somebody is sure to be late for the game, or not
there at all; and then our " team play "is spoiled
by his absence.
Then on the field there ought to be some one
whose business it is to look out for the players and
get them any little thing they want, and this comes
within the manager's province. The same chance
for usefulness and for saving captain and players
trouble appears on all sides, and a good manager
is a good friend to the team indeed. He must
have a good appreciation of the importance of his
position,, not treat it lightly nor shirk his work,
and in the end this assistance to the nine, like the
other matters that can scarcely be explained, will
tend to turn out a winning team.
Of course these rules are not followed by the
majority of school or town nines throughout the
country, but that is only because the importance
of the organization of a nine is not realized. And
yet these details, if watched in the early part of
the season, will be sure to bring good results in
the end. The system and understanding that result from them not only make a gocd nine, but
they help to make the season more enjoyable. The
nine becomes a club, and the members of it make
manager.

a pleasant fellowship among themselves.? Harper's

Young People.

Jamaica Plain, Mass., April fi, 1895.
Dear Uncle Jack:
I wrote you some time ago anel told you I had a pet
dog named Dandy. He is a great rambler. We can
not keep him at home. This is the third time he has
gone away. I guess he has gone on the warpath. The
next pet I get will be a goat. My aunt has promised to
buy me one.
When I grow up to be a big man I am going to be a
farmer, so then I will have all kinds of pet animals, lots
of green fields and I ran invite all my schoe)lmates and
wecan play ball, and I will inviteyou, too, Uncle .lack, to
see my farm.
Your loving nephew,
William McMeuiuow.
?

Of course, Uncle Jack will be delighted to accept your invitation, William. What kind of trees
do you think you would like on your farm ?
Clinton*, Mass., April 1, 1895.
Dear Uncle, Jack:
This is my first letter, but I hope to write many more.
I am ten years old and go to the convent school. lam
in the fourth grade and I study catechism, reading,
spelling, geography, literature, arithmetic, hygiene, history, and drawing. I like catechism best of all. Our
teacher has promised to give a nice premium to thechilel
who improves the most in writing from now until Juue.
lam trying to win it,but,as you see, I willhave hard work.
I have a nice pet. It is a little kitten; its name is Beauty.
Some time ago it used to scratch me, but now it plays
with me, and mews after me when I go to school. Now,
Uncle Jack, as I think my letter is quite long, I will
close,
Your affectionate niece,
May Genevieve McGratß.
?

Your writing is very plain anel easy to read,
May. You must keep on practicing so it will be
more even and prettier. Uncle Jack would like to
have you write him often so he can see how
rapidly you improve. Tell him all about the
games you play and the counting-out rhymes you
use and the stories you like best.
Wakefield, Mass., April 12, 1805.
Dear Uncle Jack:
As I am a constant reader of your paper I thought I
would write a letter to you. lam thirteen years old and
attend St. .Joseph's Church. Igo to the Lincoln seventh
grade school. My Sunday-school teacher's name is Miss
McLaughlin. I like my teacher very much. The pastor
of our church is Father Millerick, and the assistant
pastor Father (TConnor. I am in the first division,
the third class. I received my First Communion anel
was confirmed four years ago. We study, in school,
arithmetic, spelling, gee>graphy, language, drawing,
music, history, and physiology.
Wakefield is a handsome place, containing two large
lakes, Crystal Lake, and (iuanapowitt. I would like to
form a Chapter in Wakefield and woulel like to obtain
information in regard to this subject. 1 woulel like to
see my letter in print.
Your loving niece,
MAeieilE O'Co.NNKLL.
?

And now let some of those patient letter-writers have a chance to be heard. Here's one from
a member of the Pet Club. And tha' reminds
Uncle Jack to invite all his new readers to join
the Pet Club. All you have to do, you know, is
to write a letter about your pels or tell us about
some clever animal you have hearel of or read
about. And you might tell us what animal you
would prefer for a pet if you could have any one
you wished. This week Uncle Jack has a question
for the Pet Club. What do the members think
is the prettiest name for a cat? A little gill has
written to ask Uncle Jack to suggest a name for
her pussy, and Uncle Jack wants you to help him
out. You will, won't you? Suppose you choose
To form a Chapter, Maggie, get five or six or
a name at once and write Uncle Jack about it.
more of your friends interested in the League.
Here is her letter.
Explain that the League is a society of boys and
Newton Centkk, Mass., March 30, 1895.
girls whowish to keep their toDguesand their minds
Dear Uncle Jack:
clean anel to make some reparation for the insults
I would like to become a member of the Pet Club, as daily offered the Holy Name. Every one who
we have three dogs and five cats. Our dogs' names are wishes to join the League must sign the League
Rover, Fupsle, and Jack. Rover is like a big black pledge, which has been printed in Uncle Jack's
bear. I don't mean that he is cross and ugly, bat he will page a great many times. Members promise to
roll over like one and I will pull his ears and his tail and abstain from bad woids of all sorts, to try to perGod's
legs. He never snaps at any one, except if we take a suade others to do likewise and to say
stick and put it in his food he will make a grab at it and Name be praised," under their breath, whenever
growl, l'upsie is a very good dog. He will mn after they hear the Holy Name taken in vain. Six or
the cows if they don't go where they ought to. Jack is more boys or girls may join tcgether and form a
hardly good for anything but sleep behind the stove Chapter. They should choose a name by ballot,
and run after cats. We have five cats, Jennie, Susan, elect ollicers anel senel the names of all members
Hayseed and Snowball; the other one is a kitten whom anel full particulars about the Chapter to Uncle
we haven't named yet. What do you think would be a Jack. A Chapter may have a secondary object,
nice name for him? He is a gray kitten. My mother such as supplying flowers for Our Lany's altar
just called me to feed the cats and the dogs, as it is my during May; raising a fund to supply vacations to
work every night. Hoping to see my letter in print, poor, sick, city children, distributing gooei literand that it is not too long, I remain,
ature or anything else they choose.
Your niece,
Done iiksiku. M.e.ss., March ,'lO, 1«!)5.
HoNOItK HIKI.EY.
Dear Uncle Jack:
I thought I would write you again, for this is my thin!
Not a line too long, Honore. Uncle Jack is sure
letter. Igo to the Harris school. We play bean bag
the Pet Club will be pleased to hear more about every Friday. My papa is a gurelener. He grows
rOMI
your happy family of pets. Have you been watch- and Faster lilies. I go to Sunday-school and I gel a
good
ticket marked
and last Sunday I got one
ing for the wild flowers and for the leaves to come marked catechism. conduct
Your nephew,
out on the trees? How many kinds of trees do
Will [X Coma.
you know by sight and how many varieties of wild
Come again, Willie. Uncle Jack hopes all his
flowers have you seen this spring? Suppose you
boys
and girls are getting ready to write him nice
write Uncle Jack about it.
an
?

''

?

That's

interesting long letters.

subject for the other boys and girls, too.

UNCLE JACK.
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Familr Science.

NEWS FROM THE

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY.

[from our own correspondent.]

THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE.
RECENT EXPERIMENT AND DISCOVERY.

Doctor Heinrich Wikckler published last
year a pamphlet dealing with the ethnological
affinities of the Japanese, from both anthropological and linguistic data. He showsthat the Japanese present many physical differences from the
Chinese, and can not be classed with them. The
result of anthropic measurements is to bring them
into close relation with the northern Ural-Altaic
peoples, such as the Samoyeds, Finns, and Magyars. This affiliation is rendered more probably
when the philological affinities between the Japanese language and that of the Ural-Altaic group are
considered. The similarity, particularly of the
radicals, is so striking that one is unhesitatingly
led to the conclusion that the Ural-Altaic peoples
and the Japanese must have hael a common origin.

In regard to the Samoyeds themselves Mr.
Arthur Montefiore, in a paper last January before
the Anthropological Institute, gave evidence of
their affinity with the Finns through physical measurements, and characteristics, ideas, habits and
customs as well as through language. Mr. Montefiore b (firmed that the language of the Samoyeds
is highly agglutinative, and so inflectional as to
form a sort of link between the Mongol and IndoGermanic groups. Mr. Montefiore supplemented
his paper by notes made by Mr. Frederick Jackson during his sojourn among the Samoyeds in the
autumnand winterof 1803-94. These notes showed
in a very striking manner how completely the Samoyed has adapted himself to the rigorous requirements of his environment.
The discussion as to where was the cradle-land
of the Aryan race show* no sign of diminution in
spite rf the various claims made for this or that
spot. Kurope, Asia, Africa, and the North Pole,
have all had ardent advocates who have supported
their claims with a profusion of facts and inferences? principally the latter?which, however
cogent they may seem to the theorizer, usually fail
to convince the others.
The latest serious contribution to this vexed

ejuestion is by Professor Bollz of Darmstadt, who
shows (at least to his own satisfaction) that the
Aryan migration started in the great Tarim basin
in Eastern Turkestan. After passing across the
Pamir plateau they diverge the Celtic stem
wandering northwest into P2urope north of the
.Black Sea, while the Greek, Latin, Etruscan, and
Slavic branches went by way of the Hellespont.
The Iranian group remained in Persia, and the
Veelic branch passed over the Hindu-Kush and
Karakorum ranges to the northern part of what is
Professor Boltz's theory does not
now India.
differ very materially from that of other ethnologists who locate the Ay ran cradle-land in Central
?

Asia.
At a late meeting of the Swiss Society of Nat-ural Sciences at Lausanne, M. Pictet gave some
particulars relative to burns produced by extreme
cold, based upon experiences of himself and his
assistants. In the case of a comparatively slight
burn the skin reddens and then turns blue, its area
expands until it is about twice the original size,
and is accompanied by a very painful itching in
the burn and surrounding tissues. When the
burn is produced by a loDger contact with the cold
body the case is more serious. The skin is detached, a long and obstinate suppuration sets in,
and the healing process is very slow. On one occasion M. Pictet burned himself with a drop of
liquefied air, and the wound produced by the burn
was unhealed at the end of six months.

An article of interest to the Catholic public was
contributed to the recent issue of the Bulletin by
The article in
Rev. P. Danehy of St. Paul.
describes
the
new
at St. Paul,
seminary
question
built
and
endowed
the munifirecently
by
Minn.,
cence of one man and he not a Catholic
Mr. J.
J. Hill, president of the Great Northern Railroad.
As a preface to his description of the seminary
Professor Danehy observes that in our country
until a recent clay the body of our clergy came from
various countries of Europe. "But this state of
thing has now come to an end. Baltimore, so
long the sole possessor of a seminary, can look
about her today and behold among her sister metropolitan sees Boston, Cincinnati, Milwaukee,
New York, Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco
and St. Paul, each with her seminary, either long
since erected or rapidly nearing completion. This
increase of facilities for ecclesiastical education
at home is an inelex of the growth and stability of
the Church in our land. It affords the most palpable proof that the Church in these United States
has passed her nonage when she was dependent
upon the mother Church in the old world for her
support, and now, in the full vigor of her majority,
is self-reliantand self-supporting. So that henceforth only those following special lines of study
will go to Europe; the many will be educated at
home."
The article then presents a diagram of the buildings of St. Paul's Seminary, with a detaileddescription, part of which is as follows : " The buildings
are in the North Italian style, simple, solid anel
impressive. Instead of one large building, as is
customary in Catholic seminaries, there are seven
structures. These are the administration building,
two dormitories, the dining hall, the gymnasium
and lastly, the chapel, which has not yet been
built. The six existing buildings, arranged in a
semi-circle, leave a spacious, open court between.
They stand near the banks of the Mississippi,
about midway between Minneapolis and St. Paul,
on a plot of ground 45 acres
the gift of Archbishop Ireland.
The administration buildiDg, nearest the river,
is three stories high. It contains apartments for
professors, parlors and reception rooms, offices
of the administration and a fire-proof library made
to accommodate 20,000 volumes. The two dormitories for students are five stories in heighth.
These buildings can each accommodate seventy
students, allowing each student two rooms. The
three remaining buildings are two stories high.
The ground floor of the lecture building is divided
into four large classrooms, one of which is the
physical and chemical laboratory. In the upper
story is a hall with a large platform and seating
capacity for 800 people. The gymnasium hall is
fully equipped, furnishing the students with every
means for healthful exercise. About the course
of study Professor Danehy observes: There are
"
now, in the seminary, chairs of Holy Scripture,
Dogmatic Theology, Apologetics, Fundamental
Moral Theology, Special Moral Theology, Church
History, Homiletics and Modern Languages. Next
year courses of Biology, Sociology and Political
Economy will be added."
As special stress is laiel on the scientific course
in the St. Paul Seminary, the article contains this
admirable paragraph :
" All the attacks that are
made against the Church today' are made in the
name of science. Whether it be geology that is
?

?

?

appealed to, or biology or philology or archaeology
or some other it is always in the name of science
that the attack is made. And while it is and ever
must be true that no scientific conclusion ever did
or can clash with divine truth, our mere assertion
of this proposition will avail nothing against men
who believe that their conclusions are scientific
and that they do contradict revealed truth. Their

specific statement must be met with refutation
equally specific. If the charge be made in the
name of geology only a geologist can answer it;
if in the name of paleontologyonly one versed in
that science can answer it. Hence the necessity of
a scientific training for the Catholic clergy. Our
weapons of defence must be modern. The priest
who would go forth from the seminary today with
only the answers of St. Augustine or St. Thomas
to satisfy the questioning mind of our age withal,
would be as unfit for his duties as would an old
Roman legionary or a mailed crusader be to take
part in modern warfare."
In S f Paul's Seminary the students will be
given every available opportunity of cultivating
the sciences by experimental work in the laboratory, and by becoming acquainted with the foremost publications on their several subjects. In
this way they will be enabled to pronounce for
themselves on the questions at issue; to prove
that not all the shallowness is on one side, and to
discover that much of the noisiest assertions made
today in the name of science is merely the cry of
science, science, where there is no science.
Count Ly of Tolstoi said recently, in
reply to certain questions of the German Society of Ethics: "The system which consists in
distorting facts produces this curious phenomenon
that in matters of science no man is much obscurer than the scientists themselves." While this
assertionis evidently too sweeping, it will show that
science, like many another noble name, is often
worn by an unworthy representative; but that
when one meets a worthy scion of that noble race
unfortunately ranked with his opponents he must
be familiar with scientific tactics and know how to
handle scientific weapons."
The journal dedicationof the St. Paul Seminarywill take place in June, when the faculty of the
Catholic University of America will be present.
The regular meeting of the directors of the
University, usually held in May, has been postponed until September.
It is reported that a bequest of §150,000 to the
McMahon Hall has recently been made by Mr.
P. O'Brien of New Orleans.
Rev. Charles F. Aiken of the archdiocese of
Boston, appointed associate professor of apologetics, has sailed with Rev. W. Kerby for Europe.

.

ABBE DUCHESNE.
The presidency of the French School of Archaeology and History in Home has just been conferred upon a clergyman, Abbe Duchesne, for
many years professor of Church history in the
Catholic University of Paris. The appointment
has met with universal approval. As a historian, Abbe' Duchesne ranks among the very
highest of the period. His special department is the early ages of the Church, but
his keen, scrutinizing eye has peered into the
depths of her history in almost every period and
thrown light on its most difficult problems. Frjm
the very outset he attracted the attention of specialists by the acuteness with which he observed and
interpreted the faintest traces of distant facts, and
reached, by combining them, the most striking
conclusions, and for many years his name has become familiar to the savants of the Old World.
Honors unsought came to him in succession. The
professors of the great school of Higher Studies"
" of their numin Paris insisted on his being one
ber ; the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles
Lettres, one of the most learned bodies in Europe,
opened its ranks to him; ecclesiastical titles came
as a recognition of his priestly qualities, and now
he is chosen to be the representative of French
erudition in the Eternal City.
Nowhere could he feel more at home than near
the catacombs he so diligently explored with his
great teacher and friend, dc Rossi, under the
shadow of the Roman Pontiffs to whom his principal labors have been devoted, and beside the
great Leo who has shown in many ways how
high the French abbe stands in his estimation.
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Aunt Bride.

Preparations for graduation day
are already on foot in most of the
schools, and many of Aunt Bride's
girl readers are beginning to think of
that old problem, what next? To most
of them it means, What shall I do for
a living? The_percentage of women
who are not wage-earners for a longer
or shorter period of their lives is
growing smaller every year. The
reasons are many and Aunt Bride
isn't going to bother with them this
time. Custom has a great deal more
to do with it than necessity. The
growing love of luxury, the higher
standard of comfort in the lives of
ordinary people helpto send the young
girls out into the workaday world. It's
a good thing, too, in a general way;
it seems to Aunt Bride, though, in a
great many individual cases, the
hardships girls have to Buffer, the more
numerous temptations that come their
way, the phys'cal and moral degeneration that sometimes results make one
doubtful about the ultimate good.
The other day one of Aunt Bride's
girls, who is going to finish the high
school course next month, wrote Aunt
Bride a delightful little note. She
wanted to know if Aunt Bride would
give her opinion of saleswomen and
their chances of success. Of course
she will. In the first place the
chances of success depend on the
saleswoman herself and her opportunities. The girl who goes into a dry
goods house in a very small position
and at a salary of two or three dollars
a week, may possibly be buyer some
day, and receiving sixty dollars a
week and her expenses. Aunt Bride
knows a woman buyer who receives
that salary and who began fifteen or
twenty years ago at two dollars. To
be sure, for every business woman
who is getting such a salary there are
hundreds receiving only six or eight
dollars. That seems to be about the
average wages which saleswomen get.
Often young women working at the
business receive less. Aunt Bride
is inclined to think sometimes that
they receive all they earn.
To be a success at anything you
must be interested in it. You must
be anxious to learn all about it and
devote all your time to it. It won't
do to attend to it only in the intervals
between the discussions about what a
lovely time you had last night. But
Aunt Bride takes it for granted that
her girl is a sensible young woman
who really wants to do well whatever
she does, and who thinks it very ill-bred
to discuss her personal affairs in such
a public place as a big shop.
Aunt Bride was talking with the
buyer she has mentioned the other
day, and this clever business woman
said the first and most important rule
was to be interested in your business.
You must be sufficiently interested to
make yourself familiar with the stock,
as the goods which are for sale are
called. You must keep up a persistent line of inquiry as to its quality,
its cost, its manufacture, its possibil?

HEART REVIEW.

nowhere do you need to keep your
ears open for suggestions more assiduously. Very often one may get
valuable suggestions from the chance
remarks of customers. Here will
come in another very necessary qualification for the girl who aspires to be
a successful saleswoman, the patience which shows itself in unfailing
politeness. If a customer insists
that an article identical in every
particular is sold cheaper by another
firm, she must be convinced that the
cheapness is only apparent, not real.
To do this successfully the saleswoman needs to know her goods
?

thoroughly.
A talent for order and arrangement, for combining colors and draping fabrics so the eye of the passing
shopper will be attracted, is a valuable one to cultivate. And tact
everywhere things run more smoothly
if the wheels be greased with blessed
tact but the saleswoman who hasn't
a generous supply may as well go out
of the business.
Health, too, is an important consideration for the girl who thinks of
?

?

choosing

the occupation of sales-

other, and public opinion is gradually
making itself felt for the betterment
of conditions. The hours of employment are shorter now than they were
a few years ago; the weekly half-holiday in summer is becoming a fixed institution. Wages on the average are
no lower than in other employments.
Unlike most occupations it is not
very difficult to get a foothold in it.
During the spring and fall opening
seasons merchants advertise for help,
and in answering these a
girl
gets her first business experience.
Having once gotten a foothold the
rest depends largely on her natural
qualities, her ambitions and her op-
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portunities.
Aunt Bride.
Two Indians belonging to one of
the large American shows of life in

the wild West, while visiting London,
were much interested in the sights to
be seen in the London streets. One
day they stopped before the showwindow of a wig-maker, and stared
at the many varieties of wigs on exhibition there until their eyes nearly
fell out. Finally, one of them nudged
the other, and, with a shake of his

Contrary to the usual supposition, it's hard work. The sales- head, remarked: "Ugh! mighty
woman who expects to preserve her brave man! Big fighter, much scalp !
good appearance and sound nerves,
Harper's Young People.
which, after all, are the foundation of
patience and tact, must not eat lunchShe
eons of pickles and chocolate.
must make itarule to have substantial,
homely fare and to go out for a breath
of fresh air at her luncheon hour instead of staying in the shop and
spending the few spare minutes in
sewing or reading. Going to parties
and such things which keep one up
until all hours, if persisted in every
night, will very soon prove fatal to a
woman.

WOMAN'S

DINING ROOM

FURNITURE.

"
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Get
Pure
Blood

saleswoman's success.
Finally, there is no occupation in
which patience, tact, taste and per- For it is the basis of health.
sistence are more necessary. Women Not only is the origin of most,
usually have these qualities largely diseases impure blood, but
developed, therefore the occupation the first step to a cure in all
is one for which women are well is to purify the blood. This
adapted. But unless a girl has these can be most quickly, thorqualities and is willing to work hard oughly and gently effected
and has a desire to succeed she need
not expect success.
There is a constantly growing demand for saleswomen as the standard
of comfort advances and the wants of
the people grow more numerous. A
branch of the work which has developed wonderfully in a few years is
the mail order department. From all
the best preparation of that
over the country women write to the
greatest natural blood purishops in the large cities describing
and tonic?Sarsaparilla.
fier
very imperfectly the things they want. At this
season of the year
Knowledge of human nature, a sort
especially,
health can most
of intuitive ability to judge from the
be
surely
obtained
and recorrespondent's letter what will best
tained
by
a
thorough
course
suit her are necessary to the worker
of
the
one remedy that prein this branch. Tact, too, is indisvents disease as well as
pensable when the customer happens
cures
it.
to be dissatisfied. And above all,
habits of accuracy are absolutely
necessary. Addresses must be written correctly. Nothing must be taken
for granted.
One hears a great deal about long
hours, low wages, and the other hard-

ships suffered by saleswomen. They
exist, of course, but they are no
ities. Alertness pays everywhere, but worse in that occupation than in any
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DANA'S
Sarsaparilla.

NEW STYLES OF SIDEBOARDS
in the finest Oak, highly polished,

From $15 to $75
NEW STYLES SOLID OAK DINING
TABLES, beautifully finished,

From $5 to $35
NEW STYLES SOLID OAK DINING
CHAIRS,

From $1 to $3.50
NEW STYLES PARLOR AND
CHAMBER SETS,

At the Lowest Prices.
TAKE NOTICE.

On presentation of this advertisement
at our ollice any time within 00 days from

January 1, 1895, the purchaser will receive
per cent, discount.

«

A. McArthur & Co.,
Housefurnishers,
16 to 26 Cornhill,
%

Doon from

Washington Street,

BOSTON.
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CatholicMissions.

address, Rev. J. M. Corre, Missionaire Apostolieme, Kumamoto, Japan.
The mail will forward any offering
BRAVE WORDS OF AN EPISCOPALIAN WHAT OUR MISSIONARIES ARE DOING you may wish to send. Letters may
IN EVERY LAND.
MINISTER.
also be addresseel to Pe're Hinard,

oTributW
Pfesan riters.

We make the following extracts
from a sermon recently delivered by
Key. Gr. A. Carstenson, rector of St.
Paul's Protestant Episcopal Church of
Indianapolis. Our A. P. A. friends
will lind e-old comfort in this fearless
Episcopalian's words :?
"The Roman Catholic Church is
the home of the workingman. Go
and attend any of their services, let it
be even St. Patrick's on Fifth avenue,
in the center of the wealth of New
York, and you will see kneeling, side
by side, the millionaireand the washerwoman, the occupant of the palace
and the denizen of the tenement?all
bowing humbly before the common
Maker of them all. Not once or twice,
but four or five times a Sunday large
congregations go in and out of her
courts, congregations maele up of the
sons anel elaughters of toil, with their
careworn faces anel their coarse garmentskneeling siele by siele with those
attired in silks and velvets, and the
rich and poor meeting together because the Lord is the maker of
them all.
I firmly believe there are Protestants who would rather see the city
floodeel with reeking dens of the vilest
iniejuity than witness the work clone
by the Little Sisters of the Poor ; I believe there are Protestants who would
rather see the city given up to the
rankest corruption than to hear of
these daughters of the divine loveperforming daily eleeds of charity.
Can any one tell me that the
grand men who ministerto the Roman
Catholic congregations in this city are
the foul personages depicteel by this
underhand and backbiting society of
cowards, or that they are endeavoring
to sap the founelations of society?
Never ! They are noble minds, pure
hearts and great souls, incapable of
such deeds, or even a suspicion of
them.
Charges and invectives like those
of the A. P. A. are no new thing for
the Roman Catholic Church. She
has borne them for centuries. The
Roman Catholic Church, exultant, exalteel and triumphant, will live and
bless the world in spite of these cowardly enemies anel assassins who are
ever disseminatingthe Gospel of Jesus
Christ. These harmless little pellets
emitted with venomous purpose will
fall back flattened and harmless as
homeopathic pills against the rocks
of Gibraltar, and the Roman Catholic
Church will go on praying for those
who abuse and persecute her and will
firmly establish her claim to the blessing of him who said the Church should
blessed when all things would be
said against it for his sake. 'He that
despiseth you despiseth me.' Let
those men have a care lest a curse.
not of Rome, but acorse of an offendeel
God, comeupon them. Knownothingisin was trampled down in ts own infamy, and in its incipiency, and these
men, who are the most radical of extremists, are traitors to their country.
They are un-American. Destruction
will sorely come to all those who set
themselvesup against God's messen-
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LABOR AMONG THE SICK AND DYING AT Directeur dcs Missions
KUMAMOTO, JAPAN.
128 rue dv Bac, Paris.

Translated for the Review from
French by Margaret Welch.
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CATHOLIC GREENLAND.
[concluded from last week].
"The Land of Desolation," by
Tanaka Rihe, from Sanuki province, is thirty-three years old. Six Doctor Hayes, contains much that is
years ago he became a victim of leprosy. No one can stay near him, his
body is so corrupted, and he is
forced to lie out of doors. He can
no longer walk ; often he has nothing
to eat and naturally, under these circumstances, he is praying for death.
Mikoda Ukichi, from the province of
Chikngo, is twenty-five years old.
For three years he has been a leper.
He walks a little, but is unable to go
far from the temple where he takes
his place to beg alms of the passersby, eating when he can procure food,
and obligeel to sleep out of doors.
Matsubara Kaushichi, of Sanuki
province, is eighteen years olel. He
no longer has the use of his limbs and
is obligeel to remain outside the barracks. Life to him means nothing,
anel he says with inelignation that
both his parents were lepers before
they married.
I take these ten cases from among
this colony of lepers, in honor of the
ten lepers of the ge)spel. I think they
are sufficient; one can judge the condition of the others from these.
I dare not enter more, into detail
syphilitiques " of
concerning the
both sexes, more disgusting perhaps
anel more unfortunate than the lepers.
Who have sinned, they or their parents? I answer, we are all sinners.
He that is without sin among you,
let him cast the first stone."
We must try and save the souls,
at least, of these poor sufferers, who
are of the same flesh and blood as we,
whose nature is the nature of Christ
and his dear Mother, who has been
venerated in all ages.- But to save
their souls we must first try and relieve bodily suffering. A hospital is
necessary. It will require six or
seven thousand dollars to build it,
and considerable money to meet the
running expenses. Nurses, who are
able to teach catechism, must also
be procured to go to the hospitals anel
private houses, to visit and care for
the sick, to instruct and baptize
them.
Sixty dollars a year is requisite
for the support of a catechist, outside
of incidental expenses incurred among
the most needy of the lepers.
Reader, I recommend to your
charity our poor heathens, sick and
dying. He who has promised to reward even a glass of water given in
his name will render a hundred fold
what you do for these poor afflicted
Rlesseel are the merciful,
lepers.
for they shall e>btain mercy." "Agonizing heart of Jesus, have mercy on
the dying. Mary, salvation of the
sick, and consoler of the afflicted,
pray for us, pray for these poor suffering lepers."
Letters may be sent to the following

"
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of interest to Catholic readers.
Greenlanel is said to have been discovered anel colonizeel in 987 by Eric the
Red, who was banished in turn from
Norway and Iceland, anel sailed to
Greenland from the latter place; he
was a pagan, but in 1002 Lief, son of
Eric, joineel him in Greenland and
brought over a priest, and the colonists became Christian anel flourished
for some centuries, keeping up their
Catholicism and their communion with
Rome until their final extinction by
savages. This date can not be determined exactly, but the last bishop
was consecrated in 1406. In 1448
Pope Nicholas Y. wrote to the bishop
of Icelanel ordering him to appoint
and send out to Greenland a bishop,
if the distance between you and
them permit"; but it seems it diel
not permit, and this is the last written
record of the "lost colonies," as
Denmark calls them. They sent out
frequent expeditions to try to fine!
them, but faileel. The following extract bears witness to the Catholic
history of this lone land :?
Beneath this winelow was the
chancel, anel the church was constructed! with singular exactness asto
orientation. This could scarcely be
by accielent, for the same accuracy is
to be observeel in all the other saereel
buildings that have been eliscovereel in
the neighborhood. A single inscription on a tombstone carved in
Runic characters is all the recorel that
remains, besieles the crumbled walls.
This inscription reads :
Vigelis, daughter of M
rests here.
May God rejoice her soul.'
Aceoreling to Baron Halberg, in
his History of Denmark,' seventeen
successive bishops administered the
orelinances of the Church in Greenland, the list terminating with Andrews, who was consecrated in 1406."
Then comes Pope Nicholas V.'s letter
to the' bishop of Iceland, mentioneelin
my letter, and finally, Doctor Hayes
quotes the Dublin Review of twenty
years ago (this was written in 1871)
in which comes the following: "To
the Catholic; they must be doubly interesting when he learns that here, as
in his own land, the traces of his faith
of the faith which is everywhere the
same
are y et elistinctly to be
founel, that the saereel temples
of his worship may still be iden-
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tilled. Nay, that in at least one
instance the church itself, with its
burial
its holy-water
ground,
stoup and its tombstones bearing the pious petitions for the prayers
of the surviving faithful, stillremains
to attest that here once elwelt a people
who were our brethren in the church
of God. It was not, as in our mine!,
that these churches, these fair establishments of the true faith, were ruined
by the avarice of a tyrant. No
change of religion marked the history
of the Church of Greenland ; the colonies had been lost before the fearful
religions calamities of the sixteenth
century. How or when they were
swept away we scarcely know, save
from a few scattered notices anel from
the traditions of wandering Esquimaux, a heathen people that burst in
upon the old colonists of Greenland
and laiel waste their sanctuaries and
their homes, till not one man was left
alive." At a periotl when the authority of the Popes was felt even in Iceland and Greenland, one can realize
how peurile is the attempt to question
its recognition in the history of countries nearer home.
As the strength of a building depends
upon the solidity of its foundation, so
health depends upon the condition of the
blood. To expel impurities and cause the
vital fluid to become vigorous and lifegiving, Ayer's Sarsaparilla is the most
powerful and effective medicine to use.
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TheHousewife.
THE ETHICS OF

COOKING EGGS.

During the warm weather eggs are a
most wholesome substitute for the
hearty product of the meat stalls.
Good authorities claimthat at all sea-

sons eggs are cheaper than meat.
They are at once the easiest to prepare of all cooked foods and the oftenest poorly prepared, yet perfection
is the only excuse for their being encountered. English chatelaines,with
their capacity for taking pains to do
a small thing well, provide themselves
with all sorts of attractive egg services for use on the table, and thus are
enabled to prepare the eggs in an
appetizing and wholesome way.
It is said that it takes a woman of
intelligenceto trim a kerosene lamp ;
it certainly takes such a woman to
cook an egg properly. Yet almost
any cook, the most inexperienced, will
unhesitatinglysay she can cook eggs
?it is the comparatively few who bear
out the statement with facts. Tough
fried and poached eggs, leathery omelets, dry curds for scrambled egg .;
who has not been offered any and all
of these? The chafing-dish is affording relief from such ills, fortunately, but to those who have not yet
adopted this emancipator, it is worth
while to study the ethics of egg cookery. A Frenchman has been able to
include in a cook-book of his preparation more than 100 ways to serve
this nourishing article of diet.
Poached is one of the most delicate
and digestible ways to cook an egg.
The slightly-salted water should be at
the boiling point, but not bubbling.
That tears the white to pieces and
makes " rags" of it. The egg, broken first in a saucer or cup, should
be slid easily in, and the hot water
heaped over the yolk as it cooks, to
hasten its covering while it is still
soft. A flat, perforated cream skim,
mer is the best utensil to take out the
egg, and it should reach the table on
a square of hot toast f.om which the
crusts are cut, and on a hot plate,
thirty seconds from the moment of its
leaving the water. The egg poacher
is not liked by all cooks. The egg
comes out in a beautiful circle, but,
before the yolk has whitened over, it
has hardened beyond the perfection
point, the metal ring probably somewhat tempering the heat and action of
the water. The poacher is useful,
however, where a number of eggs
must be done at once, though they
need very careful watching. French
cooks poach eggs in a ball by giving
the water a rapid rotary motion with
a fork, and dropping theegg in the hole
at the centre of this swirl.
Scrambled eggs are only eatable
when done soft. They should be
taken from the fire while still soft
?

enough

to run.

The French chef author has not
disdained to make the frying of an
egg to serve with a bit of broiled ham
material for a lengthy paragraph.
Into a hot skillet are put a few drops
enough to grease the
of olive oil
and prevent burning
thoroughly
pan
?

and after a moment the egg is
dropped in. A quarter of a minute
suffices to set the egg so that it may
be skillfully turned, and a second
quarter of a minute finishes it. Serve
on a folded napkin, which is essential to absorb the oil. With this,
although the cook-book does not say
it, should go a slice of ham, thin as a
ribbon of the tasseled corn, pink as
the heart of a June rose, broiled,
juicy and succulent, over a clear fire,
and sent to the table on a hot platter.
?

FOR THE INVALID'S TRAY.
In the preparation and serving of
food for an invalid, four essential
qualificationsare to be borne in mind?
neatness, nutritive value, daintiness,
and the added piquancy that comes
with the unexpected.
So readily is the delicate, fanciful
appetite discouraged by the presentation of things that in health might be
scarcely noticed, that even so slight a
matter as an overabundant supply, a
speck in the glass, a spot on a napkin, a blackened edge of toast, renders null the best intentions of the
provider and sends away the food
untasted.
It is a most natural but an unwise
thing to ask an invalid what he will
relish. There are few invalids who
are at all reticent about declaring
their tastes and preferences when
they begin to feel them, so that a
nurse need have no anxiety on that
score. On the other hand, the suggestion of a dish is often suflicient to
deter a patient from eating, when the
same thing brought in unexpectedly
will be relished. Premising, then, a
clean tray covered with a fresh bit of
napery, spotless glass and silver, the
daintiest cup and plate the house
affords, with a fresh blossom or bit
rememof green for cheer and
brance," we shall be ready to provide the food demanded by the
invalid's condition, careful always to
see that hot is hot and cold, cold.
Invalids' diets are divided into
liquid, light, dry, and convalescent,
as prescribed by the physician, according to the needs of the patient. Under
the liquid regime comes the purely
milk diet. The use of milk in fevers
is a comparatively recent innovation,
and though at first regarded with disfavor by some of the older practitioners, has met with signal success. Its
value, used hot, as a stimulant or as
a remedy in bowel troubles is well
recognized, while in cases of nausea,
mixed with an equal quantity of lime
water, it is invaluable. Although a
milk diet is necessarily subject to
limitations, it will be found both
nourishing and palatable, and much
more varied than might at first seem
possible. If the patient tires of milk
pure and simple, by the addition of
some flavoring it becomes a new

"

creation.

mixture is apt to carry air into the
stomach. To the white of egg and
milk may be added a little salt,
sugar, spice, or coffee to give it a
slight flavor, if desired.
Koumiss is a form of milk often
given and much liked. Each quart
is estimated to contain about four
ounces of solid food. While the
sweet koumiss is much liked, the acid
is more generally used.
Boil briskly for one minute four
tablespoons of granulated sugar,four
tablespoons of cold water. Add one
cup of boiled water and two quarts
of milk, with one-fourth of a cake of
compressed yeast, dissolved in a little
of the cold milk. Bottle and stand
in the bottom of refrigerator three
days. On third day lay bottles carefully down on one side. At the end
of five days it is sweet koumiss. At
the end of seven, it is acid, and in
perfect condition. It should look like
whipped cream all the way through.

In these housecleaning days, it is
well to remind the housekeeper of the
efficacy of strong alum water as a
vermin destroyer. Closets should be
brushed with this solution in every
cervice and woodenbedsteads andloose
wainscoting in old houses, which
sometimes prove troublesome, may
be similarity treated.
Milk and Vichy.? Using onethird of vichy to two-thirds milk is
most refreshing, taken very cold, but
the milk maybe heated to boiling, then
tempered with vichy.

WOMAN'SJUFFERING.

RELIEVED BY MAIL. HOW IT IS
DONE.
How a Woman Works for Her Sex.
[SPECIAL TO OUR LADY BEADF.KB.]

Seated at ber desk in the bureau of
correspondence, this wonderful woman
opens her letters from all parts of the
world. A few extracts from their contents tell the story.?
FHOM

loWA.
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bad
"1 am In a very
condiiion.
It comes
from
catching cold, and the pain ia
fearful. lam all bloated up; and
the pain in lower part of my body
is
rile. My back and head

all tlie time. What shall I
it? "
Miss I.
L) es Moines.
FROM
Mrs. Lizzie DeCline, 'Z'ii (irand
City,
relates her
NEW JICKSIiY. Street, Jersey
miseries resulting from female
trouble, from which she was re
lieved and cured by the timely
J»*«W*T
usc> of f'yl'a X l'inkhatn's Vege/kWkWst\
table Compound. She ends her
letter by saying, I owe all to

4K,

\

"

Mrs. Newton Cobb, of Manchester, 0., v.rites: "I used eight
bottles of your Vegetable Compound, ay.d I am happy to say it
has cured me of pains and
backache. My suffering
evdroadful.
ery
month
was
The doctor! gave me morphine to
ease the pain, nothing to <uire
me. Oh, I want to tell every one
what cured me! I wish (very
suffering woman would write and
v
get your advice."
Chicago,
FROM
Miss Jennie
Illinois, states that she is twenty-two
years of age; occupation, saleswoman in large dry poods store.
Cu«ji«nt
si:.iKlinir has brought
*b womb trouble, ih<- symptoms
of which she describes fully. She
l-iir
-J.
savs: "Help me if you can.
|H lliere are several girls I know
who have written to Mr-. Rink
fcfT)r»
j
«
K>s
h,i.(in ,jsjin\
| lillni an( j been cured by bet ad
vice and medicine."
Mi-s Mary Smylie, who resides
FROM
Avenue.
PennVlv'n'A. at -07s E, .Susquehanna
Kensington,f'llila., writes r"I am
a working-girl, and must stand
4fl
eleven hours every day. I have
suffered tcrriblv from pains and
S~\ ejfcfc kidney
trouble. At times myj
bead was so dizzy I could
friend rec«
hardly see. A
oinmended your Vegetable Com.
ftggad
pound. lam a different girl now
m no more aches and pains. Oil,
X
thank you, thank you!"
Fito.M

Ohio.

t

,

?J

:
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The above extracts from many hundred letters received daily by Mrs. Pinkhani, at Lynn, Mass., go to show how
easily ailing women can obtain advice
and relief. Write to Mrs. l'inkham.
Lydla E. Pinkham'i Vegetable Compound, the most successful female medicine known to the world, can be obtained
Of any druggist in the land.

Milk Flavored with Oysters or
Clams. Allow three medium-sized
oysters or two clams to one cup of
milk. Heat gently to extract juice,
but do not boil; season as allowed ; ACADEMY OF THE ASSUMPTION, well»ler
Hills, Mass. This Academy, situated in the
strain and serve hot or cold.
?

Milk

Dissolve one
tablespoon of flour in a little cold
milk, add to two cups of boiling milk,
and cook ten or fifteen minutes.
Season with salt and strain. A half
dozen raisins boiled a half hour in a
little water, and then added to the
porridge makes an agreeable variation ; and the plain porridge, sweetened, flavored and frozen, proves very
attractive to children.
Porridge.?

Milk and Egg Gruel is excellent
for a cold or in the grip. Beat one
egg until light and foaming ; add one
cup of hot milk and one teaspoon of
sugar.

Marion.

"

I want a hat, but it must be in
the latest style."
Kindly take a chair, madam,
and wait a few minutes ; the fashion
is just changing."

"

suburbs of Boston, is only a few miles from the

city. It is ou the line of the Boston and Albany
Railroad. The location is one of the most healthful
and picturesque in New England. The ((rounds
are extensive, affording ample advantage for
out-door exercise. The curriculum of studies is
thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the
branches necessary for a refined education. For
particulars as to terms for hoarder* nr day pnpila
apply tn Smter Superior
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Another way of adding nutrition to
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can be had for Coughs, or any trouble
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Various New Publications.
All other salts contain
lime and
Tun fiction of the Hlay C«i/coi/e
IFoi'/ti is by Hlary Loyle OTieillyand
unhealthy and
F
A Catholic Poet's Song-.
F. A. Doughty. The poems are
dirt is dirty.
from
the
of
Lilian
HI.
T.
pens
Taylor,
80 many and such high merits
always characterize Aubery De Vere's Waggaman, HI. Itock, C. Filomene
finished verse that every collection of Lepere and Alha.
it has an especial charm and attracH/iort Fto,ie« for Hlay has "The
tion for the lovers of true poetry.
White Tigress," by F. 8. Church;
And for that reason HIr. Ceorge
Crand Hlarriage"; AnHalevy's
Fdward Woodbeny is entitled to
Hope's Fyrrha and 8mugg" ;
thony
their thanks for the 8elected Foems
The Face of the Little 8hips," by
of Aubrey De Vere," which he has
Fail Tracy; and it informs thereader
edited, w.th an appreciative preface,
We want to send free to
that the name of "Trilby"
used
and which the Hlessrs. HIcHIillan
every
woman in New England
in fiction as far back as 1712, in a
Hi Co., New Vork and London,
a
sample
bag of the whitest
French tale, from which Du Hlaurier
have brought out, at the moderate
doubtless drew it for his novel.
and purest salt in the world
price of 31.25, in one of theircustomBradley's
"Yorkshire" Salt.
Tun Hlay
which
ary fine volumes. HIr. Woodberry's
preface may be called a critical essay abounds in fine illustrations, no less Won't harden in damp weather.
Grocers don't keep it they sell it. Your dealupon De Vere's verse, and a very than ninely-five appearing in its
er can supply you
see that he does. Send your
scholarly, interesting and instructive pages, has a number of interesting
address for a sample to
essay the reader will find it. How articles, including stories by such
BRADLEY SALT CO.,
well his editor has grasped the signi- well known writers as F. Hopkinson f. Jay St., New York.
4 Commercial St.. Boston.
ficance and spirit of this Catholic 8mith, Custav Kobbe, W. Clark SACENDORPH'S PATENT SECTIONAL
poet's Christian songs may be.itidged llussell, Fdgar W. Nye and T. C.
from what he says of them in this Crawford, lt also announces that
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compasses it, one feels tliat here is a to write enterla ningly of which he
modern poet, like those early painters has already shown his ability.
of pious heart, who spc nt their lives
in picturing scenes from the life of
Not a Patent Medicine.
Christ, and one recalls, perhaps, some
convent of 8an HIarco where each
PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS,
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Prostration.
monastic cell bears on its quiet walls
and dealers in
CHURCH GOODS,
such scenes from the shining hand of
Have removed to the spacious store,
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SUMMER CLOTHING.

Good fruits and crisp vegetables are
the very best of summer foods ; any
other kind is worse than unwholesome
?it is injurious. The second great
canon of coolness is cleanliness. If
the body is kept thoroughly clean with
a warm bath at night and a cold
sponge bath in the morning, and the
loose, light summer clothing is
washed and changed frequently, there
is not likely to be that awful depression by the heat from which
comes sunstroke. The summer is
the time for wash dresses, and in the
season of duck and pique there is
no reason why the street and
office dress should not be subjected to
a weekly cleansing, as well as the
evening and Sunday organdie and
muslin. This, with the complement
of white skirts, which, happily,
are again fashionable, will swell
the laundry bill, but keep down the
doctoi's bill, and it isn't hard to decide
which is the easier to accept
clean
frocks or bitter medicine.
Black
clothes, even for mourners, should be
prohibited in midsummer.
Black
hats, black dresses and coats, black
sun umbrellasand black shoes increase
the heat of the wearer, and a clever
physician has recently gone so far as
so say that a woman with a black hat
stands a better chance of a sunstroke
than one without a hat on at all.
heaven's mildest light."
nyspepsia.
D
Not less felicitous than his appreciFeed Them Properly
ation of De Vere's genius is HIr.
and carefully; reduce the painfully large Woodberry's selection
P
Failure.
of the poems
percentage of infant mortality. Take no
Chances and make no experiments in this which make up the contents of this
very important matter. The Gail Borden book. Here
are four of De Vere's
Eagle Brand Condensed Milk has saved
thousands of little lives.
old Irish lays, with the grand story h I /~vm
(A Phosphorized
1 tVIIIV Cerebro-Spinant)
of
Cuchullain'' heading the list.
will cure when everything else has
CURE FOR ROUND SHOULDERS. Then follow a dozen of his misceila- failed.
Prescribed and endorsed now,
neons poems, among which are found
and for ten years past, by over 40,000
Oiseen and 8t. Fatrick,"
A physician recommends the fol8t. Physicians. Sample by mail 25c, ten
days' trial. Regular bottle $1 by mail.
Cuthbert's
8t.
Fentecost,"
lowing movements for the cure of all
Francis Small bottle, but 100 doses in each.
except very severe cases" of round and Ferfect Joy," "The Death of
Concentrated, Prompt, Powerful.
shoulders, when braces are sometimes Copernicus," and others, each an exFormula, descriptive pamphlet, full
quisiteword-pictureby itself. A goodly directions, testimonials, etc., to any
a necessity :
address.
1. Raise arms before you, shoulder array of "Lyrics, 8onnets and Fpi/. O. Woodruff & Co.,
Manufacturing Ckemistt,
high; extend arms sidewise; throw grams " on various themes comes next
10G-10S Fulton St., New York City.
head back; straighten head; move in order, in reading which the AmerFormula on Every Bottle.
arms forward ; lower arms; repeat ican
Catholic will be apt to linger
ten times.
2. Stand erect; raise arms before longest at the page where appear the
you ; rise on tiptoee, then throw arms 8onnets entitled
The American
as far backward as possible; sink 8truggle," and "The Centenary of
on heels, and drop arms to side; re- American Liberty." The closing
lines
peat ten times.
of tlie latter sonnet are as fine as they
3. Raise arms with elbow bent,
are true:
shoulder high, bringing palms together "O 'sprung from
earth's llrst blood,' O
in front of face ; then, with elbows
tempest nursed,
still bent, swing both arms vigorously
For thee what Fates? I Know not.
backward as far as possible even with
'l'hls 1 Know 1
the shoulders, palms lookingforward.
I'he soul's great freedom ?gift, of gifts
This should be repeated several times,
the iirst
but as the position is somewhat faThou first on man in fulness didst
tiguing, rest or chaDge of exercise
may be madebetween the movements. Hunted bestow;
elsewhere, Cod's Church with
thee found rest 1
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We offer One Hunilreil Dollars Reward for
any ease of Catarrh that can not be enrol by
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
J. CHKNKV ,<t co., rinp-., Toledo, o.
We, the undersigned, bave known F. J.
Cheney for tli. last IS years, anil believe him
perfectly honorable in all business trnnsac
lions and lmaucially able to earrv out any
obligations made by their
Ann.
\\ KSI ft TKL-AX,
Wholesale l>ru H ists, Toledo, O.
Wai.iiino, Kinnan ft Mt»vu,
Wholesale I)nij.'j,'i-ts, Toledo, O.
Hull's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,actlag-directly upon the blood and mncoui -in
faces of the system. J'rice, 75c. per bottle.
Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials free.
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guest."

Of the memorial poems, with ten of
which HIr. Woodberry closes his
admirable volume, the ones on Cardinals Newman and Hlanning appeal
most tenderly to the Catholic heart.
Farticularly fine, though, is "Christmas, le<bU," and very touching is the
tribute which the Celtic poet pays to
lhe late Fnglish laureate.

»

CONVALESCENT LANDAU.
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READY FOR JOURNEY

HEATED IN COLD WEATHER.

First-Class Ambulance Service. Also Basket Stretcher for long journeys.
CHARLES W. DAILEY, 105 CAMBRIDGE STREET, EAST CAMBRIDGE.
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him, and the joys of a happy home
'' Poor mother! Do your best, but
much I fear all will be in vain unless
may yet be his."
I.
will I do your loving er- it pleases the Motherof God to obtain
" Gladly
rand,
said the holy a miracle from her divine Son."
daughter,"
my
Long ago, in the days of St. Louis
"and
do
"If it be necessary, she will do
man,
you
meantime pray
and the crusades, there lived in the
that
to
even
that, Father; but first we must
my words may be acceptable
heart of the Swabian forests a knight

THE LILY OF GOLDENFERN.

whose father had been a marauding
baron before him, and had left his
only son an inheritance of several
castles and vast estates, together with
fierce, ungoverned passions, all the
rough brutality of the period, and an
indomitable will. So Baron Fritz
yon Thornstein was only what Baron
Konrad yon Thornstein had been.
And when the neighboring counts and
barons heard that he had wedded the
young Countess Adelaide of Goldenfern they shrugged their shoulders
and shook theirheads, saying : "What
could Count Goldenfern have been
thinking of, to marry the Lily of
Goldenfern to the Thorn of Thorn-

stein?"
However, it was done, the bride's
wishes being thought very unimportant in those days. And, after all,
Fritz was handsome, clever, and attractive in many ways; and the
young bride was gentle and pious,
and determined, from a sense of duty,
to live in peace with her husband.
For some months she hoped that his
evil companions would leave the castle
when she became its mistress. But
they still remained; and day by
day, night by night, her heart was
well-nigh broken by scenes of violence
and dissipation. After a time, and
when her lord and master found he
could neither induce her to uphold
and share in his wild career nor to remain a passive spectator of it, he
came to an open rupture with her,
took horse, and rode off with his boon
companions to a distant castle, vowing he would never return to Thornstein.
The Lily of Goldenfern drooped
her fair head beneath the blow but,
though she bent, she did not yield to
despair. She had a secret hope which
supported her through the next few
months; and one lovely spring morning, when all nature rejoiced, and
every twig put forth fresh leaves and
buds, and in every little nest was heard
the twittering of happy parent birds,
the soft cooing of a tiny babe nestling in the young mother's arms
brought renewed joy and hope to the
old castle.
Father," said the happy baroness
to the old chaplain, as he stood by
her side a week later,
my little
Fritz will win his father back, I am
sure. See ! his guardian angel is even
now whispering sweet messages from

no:

?

:

"

"

above ; and the newly-baptized innocent knows more than we of the ways

of his Father in heaven towards the
repentant sinner. Is there any news
of my husband? Has he heard,
think you, of this joy?"
The priest shook his head sadly.
There was no news fit to breathe in
the young mother's ear in the presence
of her innocent babe.
Will you not be my messenger?
of peace to my poor
messenger
ths

"

husband? Go, my Father, for the
love of the Infant of Bethlehem, and
tell Fritz that his little son awaits

the baton."

"Ah, Father, I am sure of it!
What earthly father could resist the
thought of delight at seeing his firstborn?
The priest set forth at once, and
the lady waited and prayed. A few
days passed, as the castle in which
the baron had established himself was
in an almost inaccessibleregion, many
leagues distant from Thornstein.
On Father Karl's return, the baroness rose eagerly to meet him, holding
her child in her arms.
What news, father? Is my husband on the way? How seemed
he in health ?" But she turned
pale as she met the Father's sad
gaze, and sat down again, sayTell me the worst, Father ; I
ing :
can bear it. Is he dead? "
No, my child, not dead except
to the voice of affection."
"What mean you, Father? Does
he not wish to see his eon and heir? "
"Alas! yes, my daughter."

"

"

"

"

?

"What, then?"
" He will not see the mother."

" But how ?"

and her voice trem-

bled, " you can not mean?" and she
stopped, with her horror-struck eyes
wide open.
" My daughter, the baron's message is peremptory. You are to send
the infant at once, by trusty hands, to
his castle. He says he will not have
him brought up among monks and
nuns, but intends to make a man of
him, and rear him under his own
eye."
The pale cheeks and trembling lips
of the baroness recovered their color,
and her eyes flashed with the heroic
courage of a mother defending her

try what human means she suggests.
There is no time to lose. Give me a
blessing, my Father, and pray for my
success."
" God and Our Lady help you and
your babe! " fervently prayed the
good priest, as he withdrew
11.
There was a great deal of coming
and going at the castle for the next
few days, but only of poor peasants
receiving alms and food. There was
also much needlework going on in the
long workroom, where spinning-wheels
and embroidery frames were kept
busy, and a great outfit was apparently being made for the young baron.

Carpenters were busy down in the
hamlet at the foot of the hill on
which the castle stood; and mules
went up to the castle gate laden with
large packages, and returned to the

village without their burdens. But
nothing was said, and those who were
in the secret of these preparations
held their tongue.
A week after the chaplain's return
the neighborhood was roused by the
thundering of horses' feet, as the
baron, at the head of a train of followers, all fully armed, swept through
the hamlet and up the ascent to the
castle, never drawing rein till arrived
at the drawbridge, which was down.
Seeing no sign of resistance, they
crossed it; and, throwing his horse's
bridle to his groom, the baron sprang
to the ground, and, followed by his
suite, strode into the hall. Up the
stairs to his lady's chamber he went,
his spurs and sword clanking at every
step and giving notice of his approach.
He threw open the door and entered.
His wife rose, pale and gentle.
"Welcome, my lord," she said,
calmly. "Will you be seated while
I order refreshments for you ?"

offspring.
"Never, Father! My innocent
babe shall never be corrupted by such
a life/
His eyes roamed through the room
what can you do? as he replied, roughly: "Where is
But,
daughter,
"
I would say the same, but we are my son? I have come for him."
helpless. There are but a few old
You can not mean to take him
"
villagers
our
faithful
from
retainers and
his poor mother," she said,
around us; your own father and all pleadingly.
" Think, Fritz, he is too
his friends and forces are even now
at the crusades. How can you protect the child here or hide him elsewhere?
and the Baroness
My Father "
drew herself up, holding her babe before the roughly-carved image of the
Blessed Mother and Child "she
who fled from King Herod's troopers
with her Babe knows the agony of
my heart at this moment, and will
inspire me with some means to save
my infant from a fate worse than
death. Give me time to think.'Even
now I have an idea, but I will say
nothing. How soon will he," and
she shuddered, be here? "
I know not exactly, my poor
child. He will wait a while probably,
to see if you obey and send the little
one to him; so perhaps in anothir
week we may look for him."
"So be it, but he will never find
his son."

"

"

"

"

"
"

"

?

?

"

little to learn more than a mother's
love can teach him as yet. Leave
him a while."
"No!" thundered the baron, and

I
his eyes sparkled with anger.
will have him now, and feed him on
the forest wolves' milk rather than
that he should drink in cowardice and
learn psalm-singing in his cradle."
Then, if you can find him, you
will take him," said the mother,
I am defenceless."
bravely.
Where is he?" shouted the baron.
Here," said the mother, drawing
aside a heavy curtain at the end of the
room.
The baron entered, and his companions crowded round him to catch
sight of the young heir. But though
he entered, and though he searched
and stormed, and threatened the
dungeon and the rack to all concerned,
he could never find thechild, and yet
the child was there. There was no
wonderful machinery introduced to
conceal the young infant. God did
not strike the father with sudden blindness, nor was any miracle wrought in
favor of the poor young mother,
whose heart, inspired by the Virgin
Mother, had prompted her to adopt
a wonderful expedient, and at the
same time do a deedof charity.
The sight that met the baron's
eyes on entering the room was that
of twelve cradles exactly alike,
within which twelve babes were lying,
all clothed in the same costly linen
and embroidery. How could he tell
one from another? If he took any
one, it might be that very one was
the son of Ralph, the one-eyed woodcutter; or of half-crazy Huldah, the
kitchen girl, whose husband had been
hanged for murder by the baron's own
order six months before.
There was an atmosphere of peace
in the room; and even the confusion
caused by the baron's rough entrance,
and the cries of the twelve babies as
he took one after another, vainly trying to find some sign of superior
birth or resemblance to himself, could
A
not long mar the tranquility.
stormy scene with his wife followed,
in which her resolution bore his down ;
for if he should kill her, as he threatened, how could he ever hope to discover his child ?
At length he departed, secretly determined to return on some unexpected
day, and find his own son restored to
his rightful position. But that day
never came. Whenever he made a
sudden raid upon the castle he found
the twelve boys all growing up round
the youthful mother, and vying with

"
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Doctor Advised It?
"Last Spring my little three-yearold daughter was afllicted
with a watery, eating erupUon all over lier face. Her eyei were
weak, the lids betas very much diseased. I had almost despaired
of her life, when the Doctor advised trying AVer's Sarsaparilla.
The use of only two bottles effected a cure, and I regard her now
as healthy as any child ol her age."?losr.en I'. PBKKLNS, Hotelkeeper, Stuart, Va.
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one another in love and obedience to Saviour die. I will at once join the
her.
crusading army, which even now must
As years went on he questioned be embarking for the East; and if it
them.
What is your name, my please Our Lord that I return, then
boy?" he said to a fine, dark-eyed, will I seek her whom I have so sinned
black-haired boy, whom he thought against, and pray her to show my
might prove his image when older.
son to these unworthy eyes."
Fritz Peter, my Lord," was the
So be it, my son; and God be
child's ready answer.
with thee in thy going out and in thy
"And yours, my little fellow?" coming in ! "
as he turned from Fritz Peter, scowThus they parted.
ling, to a golden-haired lad, with the
HI.
blue eyes and fair complexion which
Before the gates of Acre lay heaps
seemed to point him out as the son of of the slain. Good St. Louis had
the Lily of Goldenfern.
died on the coast of Africa, but the
Fritz Johann, Lord Baron."
English Edward and crusaders of all
And so, in turn, each answered to ranks and nations had pressed on to
the name of Fritz, with that of an the Holy Land. They had fought

"

"

"

"

apostle added.
Did he say to either, " Who is your
mother?" each answered, " There is
our lady mother," and bowed to the
baroness in reverence and love;
while she smiled on them, well pleased
that her inspiration to adopt eleven
little peasants in honor of the twelve
apostles, and to bring them up as her
own, had been so blessed.
After years of hopeless searching,
the wild man gave up all quest of
his son, but went daily from bad to
worse. One day, however, Our Lord
had mercy on him and while pursuing a stag along a rocky path, his
horse slipped, rolled over with him;
and when he came to his senses he
found himself lying in a cave hewn
out of a rock, with a venerable old
man watching him anxiously. For
many days he raved in fever from
his injuries, and when he began to recover he heard that his horse had
been killed close to the hermit's cave,
and he himself seriously wounded.
He was still compelled to remain for
some weeks dependent on the hospitality and good nursing of the hermit
for recovery of strength.
Little by little, as he lay there
watching the old man at his vigils
and disciplinesbefore the rude crucifix
in his cave, the baron's proud heart
softened. Memories of days of innocence, recollections of his gentle wife,
longings for the boy who might have
been his stay in sickness and old age,
crept over him.
One day the hermit said to him,
pointing to the figure of the Crucified :?
" My son, thou seest what he has
donefor thee : what wilt thou do for
him ? "
The strong man's frame shook with
emotion, as he answered, humbly and

:

sadly:

?

"For me, Father? Ah, you do
not know me ! I am Fritz yon Thornstein. He can not do anything for
me."
Then the aged saint spoke to him
of the Refuge of Sinners, and of St.
Dismas, the pentitent thief; and by
degrees won him to confession and
the promise of a new life.
But when at last, whole in body
and soul, he was preparing to leave
the cave, he said to his spiritual

guide: ??
" My Father, I can not yet present
myself to my dear and holy wife. I
must first do penance and expiate my
sins in the Holy Land, which saw my

valiantly that day, and driven back
the infidels. The last rays of the sun
were sinking into the sea, or gilding
the bloody field with promises of
crowns of glory awaiting those who
had died in Our Lord's own land,
fighting in defenceof the faith.
A knight was going round among
the wounded, giving drink to one,
stanching the wounds of another with
his own scarf, lifting another from
beneath the horse which had fallen
on him, when he heard a groan from
one close at his side.
Water, sir knight! A drink, for
the love of God and the Lily of Goldenfern ! "
At those words the knight started.
He turned hastily, and saw a young
warrior lying with upturned, boyish
face. The golden-brown hair was
clotted with blood, and the deathdamp lay on his forehead.
Who are you? In the name of
God and Our Lady, speak again! "
And he raised the lad's head for he
seemed little more than seventeen
or eighteen years,
and put his flask
to his lips, helping him tenderly to
swallow a few drops of the cordial.
The young crusader revived, and,
opening his large blue eyes, answered :
Fritz Johann yon Thornstein."
Tell me," gasped the knight, who
was none other than Baron yon Thornstein, "how came you here? Have
you any brothers ? "
My mother is the Baroness yon
Thornstein. When the news of a
fresh crusade came to our castle, she
agreed, at our urgent request, that I,
with my eleven brothers, should take
the cross and offer our services to
Our Lord to obtain my father's conversion. We were to ask for everything in the name of God and for the
love of the Lily of Goldenfern, while
she united her prayers at home with
ours on the battlefield."
But where are your brothers?"
asked the father, in his agony of uncertainty as to which might prove to
be his son.
The young crusader gave a sweet,
proud smile, and pointed right and
left.
We fought shoulder to shoulder
as we had lived ; and we all fell together, but they are all dead. 1
crawled to each, and gave them all I
had of wine in my flask. 1 am the

''

"

?

?

knight recounted his fall and his conversion.
" Thanks be to God ! Bless me, my
father ! " murmured the dying soldier.
" I am her son, but only she and I
know it. She named me Johann in
honor of the beloved disciple to whom
the Blessed Mother was given. Ah !
my head swims see there is light
indeed ! Dear father, take my mother
my last word Love I "
The sun sank, and the young crusader's face lay in the marble stillness
of death, with a golden halo lingering round it. The bells from the city
clashed out the sunset Aye ; the camp
of the crusaders resounded with their
eveningshout as each bent his knee,
" For God and his Holy Sepulchre !
God wills it !" And Baron Fritz yon
Thornstein knelt, too, and from his
penitent heart went forth the echo of
that cry :
'' God wills it!" Aye
Maria.
?
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As many as 4,061 muscles have
been counted in the body of a moth.

In China the rolling of tea leaves is
done by hand, but in India and Ceylon European planters prefer to employ machinery.
?

There are forty-eight different
materials used in the construction of
a piano, from no fewer than sixteen
countries.

In the Roman catacombs have been
found several sets of false teeth manufactured from ivory to repair the
ravages of time in the mouths of
Roman beauties.
The Desert of Sahara is 3,000
miles from east to west, 1,000 from
north to south, and has about 3,000,-000 square miles or about the area of

the United States.
India has 27,000,000 acres in rice,
18,000,000 in wheat, 75,000,000 in
other food grains, 1,000,000 in sugar
cane, 251,000 in tea, 10,000,000 in
cotton, 1,000,000 in indigo and 300,-000 in tobacco.
The population of London is said
to be 5,848,300, and increasing at the
The city,
rate of 105,000 a year.

Altar Boys' Suits.
LOW PRICES.
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MADAME MARLIER
173 Tremont Street,
BOSTON.

Passage fflels.

therefore, has a population of about
a million and a half more than Scotland and a million more than Ireland.

It costs about $4,750 per shot to
fire oneof Krupp's 130-tonsteel guns.
The gun costs 8195,000, and it can
only be fired, at the most, sixty times.
The gun has a range of fifteen miles,
and the projectiles weigh 2,600

pounds.

In the man of average stature the
height of the body is ten times the
length of the face; the face from
"
the chin to the hair is as long as the
hand; the arm is four times the
length of the face; the sole of the
foot is one-sixth the length of the
boly ; six times the thickness of the
last."
And you
are you her son and hand in the thickest place equals
''
mine?" And briefly the penitent the thickness of the body.
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are

to

bring

out a friend from

the

" Old

Country " or intend to take a trip across, it will
your advantage to purchase the Passage
at the old reliable Steamship and Foreign

be to
Ticket

Exchange Office and Catholic Bookstore of

MARTIN J. ROCHE,
13 Bow Street,

[A few doors from City Square.]
CHARLESTOWN DISTRICT,

Boston, Mass.
M. J. Roche has been Steamship Agent for the

past ten years, during which time he has sent thou.
sands of pissengers to and from Ireland, and all parts
of Europe, and no accident has ever befallen a passenger booked at his office. He is agent for all the

best Lines of Steamships, such as the Cunard, White
Star, Dominion, etc., and ths price of tickets at his
office is just the same as at the Boston offices. Drafts
for One Pound Sterling and upwardsat the Lowest
Rates.
N. B. Don't forget the address: 13 Bow
Btreet, Charleatown. Open all day and evenings
till 9 o'clock. If you cannot call, write, as miil and
express orders receive prompt attention. Catholic and
Irish books and Mission goods of all kinds at the
L >west Prices.
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NaSensd onsense.

It was a great
wonder to the little shaver at the
pump-handle how the organist made
the music. One Sunday in the
voluntary he filled the bellows full
and tiptoed to the corner to peek
around and " see William's fingersgo
it." But the wind soon began to give
out, and the music wavered and
threatened to collapse. William, at
the organ, looked up to see what the
matter was, and saw his pumper
sticking his head around the corner.
The boy was all excited. " Give
it to 'em on the high notes," he called
out in a thrilling whisper, give it to
"
'em on the high notes! "

organ in a church.

Sign in front of clothing store in a
Texas town: "Owing to the low

price of cotton, all-wool suits marked
down to $7.98." Life.
?

"Where was Magna Charta
signed ? " asked a teacher in a south
London board school.
Please, sir, at the bottom."

"

Gui'MP.? Do you call this steak fit
for a Christian to eat?
Waiter.?We hain't anxious about
dc religion of our customers, boas.

=£r

EEYMER-BAUMAN,

BEOOKLY

COLLIER,

Ne\vYork.

coKKELif'

Louis

Buffalo.

'

davis-chambers,
EoKSTEl

ci?ci??ati.

FAHNESTOOK,
l',tlsburEh

jEWETT,
New York.
KENTnOE T
Sviiio.
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rh.iad=i Ph,a.
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???,,.?

Missouri."'
seal.

SALEM,

?

"

"

'

?

"

"

?

?

?

There is a conductor on an electric
that goes away out into the suburbs
who makes it most entertaining for
the few people who go to the end of
All aboard for the little
his route.
village! " he will shout; and he continues such calls as "Home of the
Little Sisters" (the old people's
home); "Grassy lane and skeeterville" ; "The water tower" ; "Cherry
street, with a sidewalk on it";
"Brown's pasture, no houses";
"view of the powder-house,?real
estate 'most any price " ; "end of the
route, all out, and come again."

"

One rather fumry incident had to
do with a little boy who pumped the

I Broadway,

THE RETORT COURTEOUS.

?

"

" Heue, Benny," said Mr. Bloobumper to his young son, as the latter
started to church, " are a five-cent
piece and a quarter. You can put
which you please into the contribution
box." Benny thanked his papa and
went to church. Curious to know mouth shut? "
which coin Benny had given, his papa
And the silence was almost painand
returned,
asked him when he
ful.

New York.

MIHAEETS XIHIHEHI
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try ,tand you

illlZl_Es2i!JwiLL BE CONVINCED jfcv

MINARD'S
LINIMENT MFG CO?
BOSTON MASS.

Catholic
PRAYER ROOKS,
PEARL AND SILVER ROSARIES,
BOOKS OF DEVOTION,
GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS,
FRAMED PICTURES.
CATHOLIC CHURCH SUPPLIES.
Agency for all the Steamship Lines.

Tickets to Ireland only

$10.

Drafts for£l

and upwards.

FLYNN & MAHONY,
18-20 Essex Street, Boston.

?

?

:

A l .1

NATIONAL LEAD CO.,

" "'

"

Benny replied:
"Well, papa, it was this way.
"
The preacher said the Lord loved a
a cheerful giver, and I knew I could
give a nickel a good deal more cheerA well known critic recently wrote
than I could give a quarter; so I put
fully
a bitter attack on the work of a cele-

"

.

Post reporter heard a retort made
the other night which was very
good. It was at the theatre, and
the young man had seen the play before. He let everybody for four
seats around know that, and just how
funny it would be when it did come.
He had a pretty girl with him, aDd he
was trying to amuse her. At length
he said :
Did you ever try listening to a
play with your eyes shut? You've
no idea how queer it seems."
A middle-aged man with a red face
sat just in front. He twisted himself about in his seat and glared at the
young man.
"Young man," said he, "did you
ever try listening to a play with your

"

brated novelist. After it was published, the novelist, a goodnatured
man, wished to meet the critic who
had assailed him, and asked a friend
to bring him up to dinner some evening. When invited, the critic replied
I certainly shall not go ! He simply
wants to heap coals of fire on my
head ; and do you suppose I am going
to hold the scuttle for him ? "

-L

"

"

No doubt when one is reforming
from bad habits, he should reform altogether. So, at least, thought an
old lady who was opposed to the use
of tobacco, when she saw an exdrunkard, who vaunted bis repentance
while smoking apipe. "I am a brand
plucked from the burning," said the
reformed man.
"Anybody might-know that," said
for you're smokin'
the old lady,
yet! " Youth's Companion.

Qne 0f
leading and best known
painters in this country says,"I cannot afford
but Pure White Lead" (see
to use anything
&
V
J
i;st Qf brands).
Every practical painter
knows this. It is only those who haven't
any reputation to lose who don't know it, or
* misleading- brands of White Lead
will' use
, ,
,
1
or unknown worthless mixtures. Altnousrn

Speaking of the young man who
talks in public places, a Washington

?

?

CW

"|

Jf colors are required they are easily made byusing the National
Lead (Jo.'s Pure White Lead tinting colors. Pamphlet and color-card
sent free.

Salem, Mass.

BOTJTHERN,

union,

-|

low-priced,
they
Pure White
are not cheap.
i
J
r
Lead is the cheapest, because it is the best.

St. Louis.

red

?

Ihe JLeading.

Pittsburgh

o

"Dear Frank, I am sending
Mamma," said Jack, may I go
you my coat by post. I have cut off out and play ?
the buttons to make the coat lighter.
1 No; you must sit still where you
You will find them in the breast
are."
pocket. Yours, Tom."
Pause.
Ma, can't I go down in the
(interested in kitchen? "
Miss Blithely
science). Can one get a shock from
You may not. I want you to sit
a telephone?
perfectly quiet."
Top Spiffkins (intent on ethics).
Another pause.
That depends, my dear young lady,
"Mammy, mayn't I sit on the
on who is talking at the other end.
floor and play marbles ?
Now, my dear boy, I have told
Teacher. Do you understand the you twice that I want you to sit just
meaning of the terms capital and where you are and be quiet, and I
labor ?
mean exactly what I say."
Small Boy.? Yes'm. If a boy
Third pause.
has a sled, that's capital. If another
HarMa
may I grow ? "
boy rides down with him and then per's Young People.
pulls the sled up, that's labor.

r* W "V

ARMSTRONG& McKELVY

Pittsburgh.

.

AVER'S

TO EUROPE IN SIX DAYS!

HYGIENIC COFFEE

the nickel in."? Harj>er's Bazar.

Adolphus.? I'm afraid I hit him

deucedly hard. I just looked at him
in a significant way and said, "The
fools aren't all dead yet."
Arthur. And what did he say ?
Adolphus.? He said,
No, but
"
you aren't looking well, Dolly. You'd
better take care of yourself." Wonder

STEERAGE, $10, and upwards.

SECOND CABIN, $30 to $40.
FIRST CABIN, $45 to $100.
Drafts at low rates.
General agency for all lines.
Swiftest and best steamers.
Orders by Mail or Express promptly attended to

?

CHAS. Y. DASEY,

what in time he was driving at ?

-

Broad Street, four doors from State,
Boston, Mass.

English Traveler.?What is the
the matter?
Valet.
Oh, sir, the vessel has A HEALTH DRINK, NERVE AND BRAIN FOOD.
On the Crest of the Alleghanies.
struck on a rock and is sinking.
A vegetable and cereal Compound: contains all the
Main Line It. ? (). H. X.)
elements one's system requires.
English Traveler.
How annoyPrepared by M. 8. AVKK, of lloston.
A Vegetarian for many years.
ing ! My doctor has forbidden me to
SEASON OPENS JUNE 22nd, 1895.
Price, 20 cents per Pound.
swim so soon after having dined.
Follow directions on the package.
Kates «(',(i, $7") and .s!K> a mouth, accordFor sale byprincipal wholesale and retail grocers. ing to location. Furnished cottages, with
facilities for housekeeping, if desired,
Passenger (coughing as he hands
§4.50 to §(iOU per season. Address
FoundryKslablisheillin 1TIM) l.yll'milKewrr.
the conductor a nickel). Two.
And chimes
GEORGE 0. DeSHIELDS, Manager.
Conductor (regarding it with dis- Khl
COPPER AND TIN
V
Cumberland, Md.
CO.,
MIX
gust)
I'm afraid you will have to
I |1 BLAKI
BOSTON, MASS.
cough again.

DEER PARK AND OAKLAND.

?

?

?

.

?

nri 1

o
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WANTED?AGENTS

One advantage of the Miller Lamp is
In all parts of the country for my specialties; 7lK>
that it can be lighted without removing pjr
cent, profit. Write for particular* at once. Terthe chimney. If It had no other superior- ritory
given and samples sent by return mail. BXO.
ity, this one appliance would commend It W. roMBDV, Special
Dept., Hartford, Com,.
to everypurchaser.

CHAS. STRATTON & SON,
Dealer* In

Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers,
77 Leverett

St., Boston.

Lowest prices for solid ({oods.
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ILrOishu etter.
"

Irish Memories."

Oh. don't you remember the schoolhouse,
dear John?
The schoolhouse still crowning the
hill;
The hill that goes sloping a mile or so on
To the village secluded and still.
Oh. don't you rememher the years that
have rlown,
With a wish they could come back
again?
When in dreams but of fancy the future
was known,
Nor thought we of trouble or pain.
Oh. don't yon remember the winding
canal,
On whose banks grew the tall waving
trees?
Do you think that again?Oh. no! we
ne'er shall
Look on scenes so happy as these.
For our hearts they were light, and no
trouble we knew i
And when lessons were finished in

school,

Through the Melds would we roam, where
the wild apple grew.
Or bathe in the rivulet cool.
Oh. don't you remember the little lane.
.lohn.
From the " bull park " up to the road
With the hawthorn bushes, where many a
song
Came from many a warbler's throat?
I would wish once again there to hunt in
the lane, John.
The wild bee, or butterfly, or tind the
bird's nest.
Till we heard the old study bell chiming
ding dong.
To call us to lessons or rest.

Oh, don't you remember the church, small
and neat
The church where the Vespers were
sung;
And where in the month of May, too,
would we meet
When the bell for the Litany rung.
Yes. fancy, dear John, almost brings to
my ear
The organ's rich strains on the summer's eve breeze;
And again Brother Pom'nic's clear voice
do I hear
As the wind whispers by through the
?

trees.

Shall I ask do you thiuk of the graveyard.

too,

With its old iron gate and its green

the Canon was equally honored.
But his busy life was not bounded
by the limits of his parish. He
plunged heart and soul into every
useful and charitable movement
started in the Irish metropolis for the
past thirty years. To write a history
of his labors in this direction would
be to write a history of the Dublin
charities for the past three decades of
years. It will suffice to indicate the
scope of his labors when we say
that Canon Daniel was, at the time
of his death, an active member
of the Catholic cemeteries board,
of the board of the deaf and dumb
institution, of the Coombe Hospital
and of the hospital for incurables. He
was a secretary of the Catholic Union
and his great services in connection
with the Mansion House funds can
not be over-e9timated or forgotten.
In politics, as in all other things, he
was sane and moderate and was always in sympathy with the popular
cause. In private life there were few
persons in Dublin more widely known
or more generally loved than Canon
Daniel. Hosts of people will today
recall his boundless good nature, his
love of innocent fun; his generous
hospitality, his joyous, sunny spirit;
above all, the zealous depth of friendship which thought no task for a
friend too dillicult. Among those
who will deeply mourn for the dead,
no mourner more sincere will be found
than his close and warm friend, the
archbishop of Dublin. In his own
sacred profession and out of it, among
men of all classes and creeds and
parties, profound sorrow will be felt
at the sudden demise of this good
priest, good Irishman and good man.
His remains were interred in the vaults
of St. Nicholas' Church after the
requiem services, over which his
Grace, the archbishop of Dublin, presided. The obsequies were attended
by an immense assemblage of citizens
of all creeds and classes, who came
to pay the last tribute of respect to
the memory of one who as a man and
a priest was so dearly loved by all
classes. May he rest in peace.

tion. Add to this that all the paid
officers of all three bodies are nonCatholic, and some idea may be
formed of the system of our local
government.

Is it any wonder Catholics and
liberal Protestants are home rulers,
and that the standing committee of
the house of commons, composed of
all political opinions, in dealing with
the Irish municipal franchise bill are
coming to recognize this unheard-of
condition of things in this boasted
citadel of civil and religious liberty? '
That such a state of things is possible and permitted in such a Catholicland as the Emerald Isle in these, the
closing years of the enlightened nineteenth century, is one of the best arguments that can he advanced of the
necessity of home rule.
M. J. Koche.

"
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Waitt & Bond's
Blackstone Londres.
We made more of
these goods in 1894,
notwithstanding the dull
times, than in any other
year in the history of
this famous Cigar.

I

We have received the following in- Barry, Friends, $2 each; Messrs. J.
teresting letter from the Hawaiian W. Brodbrine, Patrick Landers. M.
Islands:?
.1. Meagher, D. Kelliher, William
HOHOLULU, 11. 1.. March 21, \X<J:>.
Killion, OliverS. Grant, J. Murphy,
liny. John O'Brien,
Miss M. E. Dunlevy, Mrs. K. H.
lltv. and Dear Bir:?
Moore, Cash, s?l each ; Mr. A. Owens,
Bishop Gulstan Roper of Honolulu is 50 cents.
Donations of money,
soon to take a trip to Europe on business clothing, stores, or any articles usefui
connected with his vicariate. He has also to the children or in the Home are

been requested by the Board of Health to respectfully solicited.
get Christian Brothers to take charge of
the leper boys at Kalawao,which is a good
move. The present Board of Health is
willing to do all in its power to ameliorate
the condition of lepers, who, by the way.
are not as badly off as thousands of poor
people in Europe or in America.
The
(Chapoteaut's Wine of Peptone).
leper settlement of Molokai is a much
ATYPICAL
better place than people who are outside
NUTRITIVE
settlement,
the
think. As a rule the lepers
STIMULANT.
suffer very little. Contrary to the preThis delicious alimentary wine I
vailing idea, leprosy is not a painful discontains chemically pure I'eptone or I
ease. It is the appearance, in some cases,
digested beef, which is easily
ilatcd when n<> other solid or liquid H
that is repugnant; but the victims suiter
food will remain in the stomach.
little, and soon become accustomed to it.
Once in the settlement very few lepers
would leave it if given their freedom.
is distinctly indicatedin constitutional I
Believe me,
weakness or lack of digestive power. I
Yours truly,
for the aged. Anaemic, Dyspeptic audi
A ( 'oIIKKSeoNDKNT.
Convalescent patients, and to sustain H
?
the patient's energies in Diabetes, I
Tumors,
Consumption,
Cancers,
During the week l.l children ?ii
Ulceration of the Stomach and
boys and 13 girls were received wasting diseases.

YIN dc

CHAPOTEAUtI
I

\u25a0

YIN tic CHAPOTEAUTI

willow tree?
'Twill bring thoughts very sad, John, I
Messrs. .listin M. McCarthy,
know, if 1 do.
P., Thomas Sexton, M P., and
M.
Of some faces we'll ne'er again see.
into the Home for Destitute Catholic
Oh. John, in that graveyard are new- John Dillon, M. P., national foresters
Children;
3 boys and 12 girls were
headstones now.
of the Irish parliamentary fund, have
And beneath sleep kind friends of recently given to the press a list of placed in families, 15 boys and 8
our youth.
Who. when we were at school, long, long subscriptions to the parliamentary girls were restored to their relatives.
fund. They have received more than Remaining in the Home May 2; 194
ago.
Taught us lessons and pathways of £8,000 already.
children?llo boys and 84 girls.
truth.
?

.

The sad news of the sudden death
of the Very Key. .lames Canon
Daniel, parish priest of St. Nicholas'
parish, Francis street, Dublin, has
caused a profound sorrow in the
breasts of the sons and daughters of
the Gael. Canon Daniel was but a little
more than threescore years of age and
presented up to the last all the signs
of vigorous health. He was a Dublin man by birth and was educated at
Maynooth College, County Kildare,
and ordained in 18;'»7. His first work
in the vineyard of the Lord was in
Meath street, Dublin, to which he was
assigned as curate by Cardinal Cullen,
of beloved memory.
This commenced his long connection with that
populous district of which Thomas
street is the centre, a district in which
he lived, in which he died, for
which he labored and by whose
people he was so
deeply beloved. He was promoted to the important office of parish priest of St.
Nicholas' by Cardinal MacCabe, and
elevated to the dignity of canon by
his Grace, Most Rev. Doctor Walsh,
the present archbishop of Dublin,
and about two years ago was appointed secretary to the board of
trustees of Maynooth College. As
a priest, as a citizen and as a man

A cOKUESiMNDBNT of the Derry
Journal, who signs himself '« A Foyle
Man," has penned an able letter to
that paper, and thoughknowing as we
do that dear old Derry is enslaved by
bigotry, nevertheless we must confess
to having been unprepared for the
revelations made by the eloquent and
gifted inhabitant of the banks of the
Koyle. He points out that of the
twenty-four members of the Derry
corporation, not one is a Catholic,
and that in the case of the thirty officers of that body, from the town clerk
to the turncocks a similar rule prevails. Not even one Catholic is a
member of the civic staff. Small
wonder then that the writer comments
in strong terms on those startling
facts and says :
the :S2,o<>o inhabitants of
" Of more
than 18,000 are CathoDerry,
lics, and not one has a voice in the
affairs of the community as a member
of the corporation, and not one re?

ceives employment.

There is, then, no Catholic in
the corporation, nor among the bridge
commissioners, nor in the harbor commissioners, except one; the bridge
commissioners are selected by exclusive public bodies; and the members
of the harbor trust are elected by
open voting on a very high qualifica-

The following subscriptions and donations have been received for the week
ending May 2, 18115 : Mr. James I).
Casey, $25 ; Rev. William Orr, $20 ;
Friend (N. .1.). $15; Rev. .1. W.
Galligan, Messrs. John Rogers, F.
L.Dunn, $10 each; Messrs. Peter
Crowley, D. .1. Wholley, Miss Margaret Walsh, Friend (G.), Friend
(M. A. F.), Friend, $5 each;
Messrs. John Harrington, J. R. Kelliher, Donlon Rros., Shay Bros.,
Kilty and Cummings, Mrs. .1. A.

P. CHAPOTEAUT
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YIN dc CHAPOTEAUTII
be obtained from
all Dnurirists
K. HUi.i.iiA dfc CO., NEW iinih.

May
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Ladies' Catholic Benevolent Association.
IICOKFORITKD ISM. UWEHSMEIT sivni.
12,000 MEMBERS.
165 BRANCHES.
The only life insurance society in the world
composed of and managed by women.
Write for prospectus to the Supreme Recorder,

Mrs. J. A. ROVER. Erie. Pa.

Beecham's pills for const*,
pation io« and 25*. Get the
book at your druggist's and
go by it.
\u25b2naval \u25a0?

?? more than «.OtV

oeo bom

GLEN
WOOD
RANGES »f

"

TWO GOLD MEDALS.
Hxlr by W'EIB NTUYK CO., TlsnntOli, Hmi.
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NaCenthwodlsicNotes.
The many friends of the Review
will be pleased to learn that we have
added this week to our mechanical
department a new number 9 Huber
Perfecting Press. Last October we
added a new Cotterell press, thinking
to thus provide for any probable future increase in circulation, but the
phenomenal growth of the Revikw
since Rev. Father Powers took charge
of our memorial numbers has been
Buch as to make necessary this addition to our press facilities. We are
now better than ever equipped to do
the very best mechanical work on the
Review. The outlay has been very
large, but we have full confidence
that our subscribers and other friends,
appreciating our enterprise and determination to bring out a weekly
paper, first-class in every respect, will
cheerfully lend a helping hand and
encourage us to spare no expense in
our efforts to make the Review worthy
of the zealous clergy and intelligent
laity of New England.
a

Our Hartford memorial edition of
this week, consisting of 86 pages,
containing an interesting historical
sketch of that part of the Lord's vineyard, and illustrated with almost thirty
half-tone cuts, will be welcomed, we
know, by our friends in Hartford.
The Review takes pleasure in presenting this number gratisto the Catholics of Hartford and asks in return
their good will and support. Combination is one of the industrial laws
of our times and the condition of
success; union has always been the
synonym of strength. It is time to
apply these laws to periodical Catholic literature. Religion, the cause
of truth, and the interests of the
Church, will gain thereby.
m

Rev. Father Dolan, pastor of the
church of Our Lady, Help of Christians, Newton, on the occasion of the
annual meeting of the school corporation, May 1, of which the archbishop
is president, planned a pleasant surprise for his Grace. Father Dolan
has one of the best schools in New
England, and the children, taking advantage of the presence of the archbishop, determined to have a celebration in honor of his golden
jubilee. This consisted of addresses,
singing, presentation and the reading
by Miss Mary O Connell of a poem
written for the occasion by the pastor.
One stanza, because of the truth it
implies or contains, may be reproduced here :

poration, and others of the parish
were present.
Rev. Father Orr's parochial school
of Cambridge arranged this week, on
a like occasion, a somewhat similarly
successful and most pleasing celebration in honor of his Grace.
On both occasions the archbishop
congratulated the pastors, Sisters,
and people on the successful work
done in these schools, thanked the
children for their good wishes, and
expressed the hope that, as aresult of
their excellent training, they might
grow up good Christians and faithful loyal citizens, honoring their Church
and their country by their lives.
Does wealth make one happy?
To settle this question the New York
World asked the millionaires of the
country to give their opinion. All,
including Rockefeller, Pullman, Russell Sage, John W. Mackay, Levi P.
Morton, Carnegie, Alger and Austin
Corbin, answered emphatically no,
and Mr. Mackay adds that he was
never happier than when he was
swinging a pick and shovel. .Mr.
Rockefeller says that a craving for
more has been the torment of his life.
All of which recalls the teaching of
The
the inspired Word of God
rich have wanted and have suffered
hunger: but they that seek the Lord
shall not be deprived of any good."
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DIPLOMATIC DOCTRINE.

There are few men who are not conscious at times of
a state <)f feelin < t" i, b«yond expression in words.
When you try to skate upon a banana peel, or when
your silk hat blows two blocks on a windy day. or when

"

in the silent watches of the night you reflect upon the
poverty and general clumsiness of your Hall Furniture,

then words fail.
There is an old doctrine of the diplomats that when
'w ? r( | s f;lii yon should pass in action. Why not outfit
an
with new Hall Furniture this season? At least y
\ make a beginning.
s( G?~^-j>-> *n
Here is a Hall Stand thai you can buy for much less
jd than you expect ;it costs less than the wood and trimmings
'
Jjite. 1 would cost yon if you purchased them separately and built
m
the stand 'yourself.
r

11 CV.

I fcJ

All

48 CANAL ST., BOSTON.

notoriously bad and immoral lives.
At the funeral of a man who led a
most disreputable life and who died
as he lived the preacher exhorted his
hearets to " prepare to meet the deceased in another world." Rather
hard on the hearers.
a

A.teb's I'ii.is an- recommended by lead-

ing physicians and druggists as the most
prompt and efficient remedy for bUlionsness. nausea, costiveness. Indigestion,

sluggishness of the liver, jaundice, and
sick headache; also, to relieve colds, fei/ers, neuralgia, and rheumatism.

An example of what can lie done
i'c,r Catholic literature in catholic homes,

on lines practical, popular, solid, Interesting, is found In most encouraging form

Hechanics' Building
111 NTIMiI'ON AH!., BOSTON,

During the Course of the

AMERICAN

PHARMACY Fm«.
From May I to May 25, 1895.
GREAT AND NUMEROUS ATTRACTIONS.
(ii'sinil Conceits

dally by

OF

4(1

or

111

PIECES,

SALEM CADET BAND
PIECES,

FADETTE WOMEN'S ORCHESTRA
PIE* Is.

OF -ill

MARION

OSGOOD'S ORCHESTRA

or

Daily lectures,

?;<?
PACKS.
with practical clciuonstrii

Nu
introduced by Pope Hildebrand in tionn, "ii Popular Science, Home
Scientific Cooking, Hygienic Dreiui, Veterin.
1078 " I'iilpss his congregation is us ary Work and Bicycling, by experts "t Na.
ttonal Reputation.
ignorant as himself they may conclude
I ItIQCK? IN-Tltc CTIVK?KMTBBTAIKIKU
that they are not getting the worth of FREE SAMPLES FOR THE MILLION.
their money.

ADMISSION,

- - 25

CENTS.

BE SURE YOU GO BAmZWGRYSTiILS
To

136 Court Street,
We IliU c I.ilclies, P.ciVs :, !,\u25a0 I Men'- L. V.W
High Lace and Low Cut Dong. Shoes, »LOO,
$1.25, sl.;.e to ; mi
We make ii specialty ol Bicycle, Base Ball,
yachting, Tennis shoes, etc-.
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Wkvikw, of
in the BACKED H«ART
Full line "I I'at.nt. Leather and Russet
Boston, Mass., edited by the Rev. John
Bhoes in all siy lea.
O'Brien, pastor of the church of the Sacred Heart. Cambridge. This is an exTURNER
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Praise from such a source is praise
indeed. We know of no one better
qualified than the eloquent and
learned Dominican who publishes the
Rosary, to judge of the merits of a
Catholic family paper Rev. Father
O'Neil has himself earned the gratitude of every intelligent Catholic by
establishing and bringing to so high
Fifty years of such life is not easy to nnd, a degree of excellence that monthly
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Right Rev. Bishop Brady, Doctor
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Rev. Madison C. Peters, at a
salary of $25,000 a year, is airing
?
theology
La-t Sunday afternoon the patients his knowledge of history and

street,
on
treated to a very fine concert by members of the People's Institute, Roxbury, assisted by several well known
artists. Before opening the concert
each patient was presented with a rose.
During the day Mr. J. L. Spaulding of the firm of Nash,,Spaulding vV
Co., brought a box of choice roses to
the patients.
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